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PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

FIFTH BIENNIAL CONVENTION
OF THE

JEWISH THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICA.

The Convention, was held in the building of the Jewish
Theological Seminary Association , 736 Lexington Avenue,
on Sunday , Adar 23d, 5656 (March 8th , 1896), at 10.30
o’clock in the morning.
Hon . Joseph Blumenthal , President of the Trustees,
called the Convention to order with a few remarks of welcome
to the delegates and friends present.
Rev . Dr. Joseph H . Hertz , of Syracuse , a graduate of
the Seminary , delivered the opening prayer.
Upon motion of Dr. S. Solis-Cohen , a Committee on
Credentials was appointed as follows : P. S. Menken , of New
York ; H . Wohlgemuth , of Philadelphia , and J . Edgar Phil¬
lips , of New York.
Upon motion of Max Cohen, a committee to nominate
permanent officers of the Convention was appointed as
follows : Dr . S. Solis-Cohen, Moses Ottinger and David de
Meza.
The Committee on Credentials reported that the follow¬
ing congregations were represented :
New York.
Shearith Israel ,
“
Ahawath Chesed,
“
B’nai Jeshurun ,
“
Zichron Ephraim ,
“
Kehilath Jeshurun ,
Chizuk Amuno, Baltimore.
Berith Sholom, Louisville , Ky.
Adath Jeshurun , Syracuse.
Krakauer Beth 1

Beth Israel , Philadelphia.
“
Rodef Shalom,
“
Mickve Israel,
“
Bikur Cholim,
Adath Jeshurun , “
Philadelphia Branch J . T , S. A.
Baltimore Branch J . T . S. A.
Buffalo Branch J . T . S. A.
im, Philadelphia.
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The following delegates and members were present
Rev . Dr. S. Morais,
Rev. Dr. H . P . Mendes,
L . Napoleon Levy,
David de Meza,
Jacob Singer,
Edward L. Rothschild,
A. R . Altmayer,
Jonas Weil,
M. Rosenberg,
Solomon A. Hilpp,
Rev. D. H . Wittenberg,
B. F. Teller,
Miss Mary M. Cohen,
Isaac Alkus,
Newman Cowen,
Isaac Bijur,
Louis Ash,
J . Edgar Phillips,
M. J. Asch,
Chas. Hoffman,
Gustav Cohen,
Chas. J. Cohen,
Ephraim Lederer,
Nathan Hirsch,
Daniel P. Hays,
Rev . Dr. D. Davidson,
Dr . A. S. Isaacs,
Mrs. Rebekah Kohut,

N. Taylor Phillips.
Joseph Blumenthal,
Dr. S. Solis-Cohen,
Louis Hyman,
Dr. A. Friedenwald,
S. M. Hyneman,
Moses Ottinger,
Max Cohen,
Barnett Sturman,
Rev. I. D. Marmor,
Rev. Dr. J . H . Hertz,
Theodore Crohn,
Emil Selig,
Rev. Dr. J . B. Grossman.
Rev. H . Iliowizi,
Rev. S. S. Wise,
Morris S. Wise,
S. B. Hamburger,
Henry Belais,
M. Alkus,
Wm. Gerstley,
Henry Wohlgemuth,
S. Krieger,
S. M. Roeder,
S. W. Korn,
Rev. Dr. B. Drachman,
Rev. A. H. Nieto,
Mrs. Chas. Schlesinger.

The Committee on Nominations for Officers of the
Convention then reported: Jacob Singer , Esq., of Philadel¬
phia, President; Dr. A. Friedenwald, of Baltimore, and
Newman Cowen, of New York, Vice -Presidents ; Miss Mary
Cohen, of Philadelphia, and Max Cohen, of New York,
Secretaries.
The report of the Committee was unanimously adopted.
Jacob Singer , Esq., upon taking the chair, addressed the

Convention briefly upon the objects and the purpose of the
Seminary and the work which had called the Convention
together.
The following telegram was then read :
Germantown , Philadelphia , Pa.
To

Jewish Theological Seminary Association, y36 Lexington Avenue.
Regret inability to attend . Wish you God-speed.
M. J astro w.

The President of the Board of Trustees , Hon . Joseph
Blumenthal , then read his report.

REPORT OF PRESIDENT OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Another two years have gone by , and the officers whom
you have entrusted with the administration of the affairs of
the Jewish Theological Seminary are called upon to add
another chapter to the history of the institution so dear to
all of us and about which cluster so many fond hopes for the
future welfare of our ancestral faith . In presenting my fifth
biennial report , I am animated by diverse feelings as I con¬
template the facts in our past two years ’ record that are of
an inspiriting and gratifying character , and the other facts
that will require from you the most earnest , thoughtful and
effective consideration.
Dong and eagerly the first fruition of the activity , zeal
and sacrifice which have gone into building up the Seminary
were looked forward to by those who had its interests at
heart , and at last they were enabled to witness it by the
graduation , shortly after our last Biennial Convention , of
Joseph H . Hertz as rabbi and David H . Wittenberg and Henry
Speaker as teachers . The exercises were worthy of the
memorable occasion, and attracted a large assemblage to
Carnegie Hall on the 14th day of June , 1894. The degrees
were conferred by the President of the Association , and the
graduates impressively addressed by Rev . Dr . Morais, Presi¬
dent of the Faculty . Dr . Hertz , who had but the day before
received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from Columbia
College, delivered the valedictory . On the previous Sabbath,
Dr. H . Pereira Mendes delivered the baccalaureate sermon
in the Spanish and Portuguese Synagogue in the presence
of the graduates , the students of the Seminary and a large
congregation.
On the Friday following , a delegation from New York,
representing the Faculty and Trustees of the Seminary,
accompanied Dr . Hertz to Syracuse , New York , where he
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had been called to officiate as rabbi of the congregation
Adath Jeshurun , to participate in the ordination exercises
that had been arranged . On the Friday evening , Dr . Drachman delivered a sermon . On the Sabbath morning , the
ordination sermon was delivered by Dr. H . P. Mendes. A
public meeting in the interest of the Seminary was held in
a large hall on Sunday afternoon , and was handsomely
attended by co-religionists , some of whom were members of
other congregations . The result of the enthusiasm evoked
was the formation of an auxiliary society after the pattern
of the Philadelphia branch , which has been so beneficial to
our welfare , and the result of its successful operations will
be found in the report which will be presented.
The visit to Syracuse was auspicious in its consequences,
and was followed some time afterwards by another to Balti¬
more by Dr . H . P. Mendes, in behalf of the Advisory Board
of Ministers , and Dr. S. Solis-Cohen and the President of
the Board of Trustees . A similar public meeting was held,
and again the result was achieved of organizing an auxiliary
society. Our co-religionists in Baltimore had evinced a
strong interest in the work of the Seminary ever since the
foundation of the institution , thanks to the zeal and energy
of Dr . A. Friedenwald , the Vice-President of our Association.
But it was gratifying to have this interest solidified and
made more effectual by reason of organization , so as to widen
the sphere of our support in that city.
In September of last year , satisfactory examinations
having been passed, diplomas were awarded to David H.
Wittenberg and Henry M. Speaker as rabbis , and to Emil
Friedman as chazan and teacher . Mr. Friedman has for
some time officiated as chazan of Congregation Adath Israel
in 125th Street , in this city . Mr. Speaker , who has for a
long number of years been and still is engaged as*a pre¬
ceptor in the Seminary , has recently secured a position as
Jewish minister to visit the prison at Sing Sing , in this State.
Mr. Wittenberg , shortly prior to his graduation , was
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elected to the position of rabbi of the Congregation Beth -El
in Buffalo, N . Y. As in the case of Dr. Hertz , a delegation
representing the Seminary accompanied Mr. Wittenberg to
his new home to participate in the formal ordination exer¬
cises. The same programme as at Syracuse was followed,
and , without repeating the record in full , it is well to dwell
upon the fact that here again a public meeting was held,
public interest in the Seminary aroused , and an auxiliary
society formed , with most gratifying results.
These are some of the things that it is pleasant to dwell
upon . There are others , as was intimated , which give
occasion for melancholy . Among the latter are several
deaths in the ranks of those who have been devoted to our
cause that have occurred since last we met in convention.
The demise of Rev . Dr. Alexander Kohut and Rabbis Henry
S . Jacobs and A. P . Mendes was a profound and deplorable
loss to the Seminary as well as to Judaism ; to the conserva¬
tion of which their lives were so nobly and conspicuously
attached . No one surely will begrudge us the possession of
a sacred duty if we especially commemorate the faithful ser¬
vices of Dr. Kohut whose scholarly instincts were aroused
by the idea of the establishment of a Seminary in the city of
his adoption in the New World and who from its very
beginning gave his time , his thought , his love for the advance¬
ment of our interests in order that the well-beloved
Seminary might become such a seat of learning as he
dreamed of. His memory will ever be treasured in our
hearts.
As to the prosecution of the work in the Seminary , a
separate report of the studies pursued will be made as usual
by the honored President of the Faculty , who still maintains,
despite the weight of years and the active discharge of his
ministerial duties , the same fervent , self-sacrificing devotion
to the affairs of the institution . Reference may here be
properly made to the continuation of the Sabbath afternoon
services in the synagogue , which have regularly afforded
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opportunity to the students to practice in chazanuth and
preaching besides the class-room instruction in both branches.
The Literary Society formed by the students of the higher
classes has become an important feature of the scholastic
work of the Seminary and in many ways is to be commended
and encouraged.
A happy and efficient addition to our administrative
facilities was the formation of the Ladies ’ Auxiliary Society
in this city , whose vocation it has been to devote itself to the
supervision of the household affairs of the institution ; the
benefit of which will be understood when it is considered
that it has now eleven resident students . The Society also
manifested its interest and enterprise by arranging a concert
for the benefit of oui Poor Students ’ Fund which was accept¬
ably enriched by the effort to the extent of about six hun¬
dred dollars.
The Morais Library of the Seminary has become recog¬
nized among scholars here as a splendid working library in
the department of Hebrew literature . It has been systema¬
tized in shelf form and has been completely catalogued by
means of a card catalogue with ample cross references . The
liberal offer of our esteemed Trustee , Mr. Moses and his
brother Mr. Max Ottinger , to found a Nathan Ottinger
Alcove in memory of their lamented father has been held in
reserve for a worthy opportunity to secure a special collection
in some particular branch of Hebrew literature that would
supplement our present collection.
It is again my pleasant duty to refer to the continued
interest manifested by Hon . Jacob H . Schiff, in his generous
gift to the Seminary during the last year of $500, for which
our grateful thanks are tendered him.
The Association has also been the recipient of a legacy,
bequeathed by Jonas Friedenwald , the venerable father of
our Vice-President , Dr . A. Friedenwald , of $700, as a per¬
manent fund , which has been augmented by the liberal dona¬
tion of $1,000, by the Congregation Shearith Israel of this
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, and to
city , for a like use and purpose . In addition to this
same Con¬
their usual and regular annual contribution , the
current
the
for
donation
a
gregation has given us $500, as
expenses of our Seminary.
Con¬
I know I express the wishes and sentiments of this
Shearith
of
vention in expressing to the Board of Trustees
that
Israel our sincere and warmest thanks and gratification
historical
the old and true spirit of love and veneration for
adher¬
her
among
and
councils
her
Judaism still prevails in
FriedenJonas
Mr.
of
legacy
ents . Our appreciation of the
the other
wald has been placed on the record with that of
in the
institution
sainted departed who have benefited this
their
for
regard
only manner in which we can show our
pious
their
memory , by the prayerful remembrance of
in each
deeds , in observing the anniversary of their death
in our
year in the evening and morning services held
building.
. P.
I take pleasure in again thanking Rev . Dr. H
their
continued
have
who
,
Mendes and Rev. Dr. M. Maisner
that the
voluntary tuition in the Seminary , and in stating
, Rev.
Davidson
D.
.
Dr
Board of Trustees have elected Rev .
Philadel¬
Stephen S. Wise , of this city , Rev . H . Iliowizi , of
of
members
as
,
Syracuse
of
,
Hertz
.
H
phia , and Rev . Dr. J .
the Advisory Board of Ministers.
Recognizing the need of a more thorough and intelligent
Seminary
supervision of the educational branches of the
visits
hurried
than can be given to it by the uncertain and
for
training
of our Trustees , who have neither the time nor
resolution
such work , the Board of Trustees have passed a
request
and
authorize
to
officially
asking this Convention
their
of
such
appoint
to
the Advisory Board of Ministers
the
direct
and
supervise
to
members who are resident here
attendance
the
,
proper enforcement of the course of studies
to the
of instructors and students and all matters relating
to the
educational branches of the Seminary , and to report
, as
Board of Trustees , whenever they may deem it necessary
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to any matters relating to these subjects , together with such
recommendations as to them may seem just and proper.
I have deemed it wise to be thus brief in referring to
only the most important matters affecting the interests of the
Seminary , in order that I might not unduly trespass on your
time , and yet deal fully with what must be considered the
paramount interest of the institution , and that is the proper
material support of the Seminary . Our experience thus far
has demonstrated at least two things . One is that we can
train scholarly rabbis here in America as well as in Europe;
and the other , that when we have trained them there are
ample opportunities for those that we graduate , there being
many congregations eagerly waiting for those that we may
send forth into the world.
There are many serious problems that have confronted
those entrusted with the administration . The most of these
we have solved satisfactorily . Of these , there was none more
annoying than that created by the effort to drag the institu¬
tion into the vortex of sectarian controversy . It is now very
generally understood that we have nothing to do except with
the learning and the teaching of the doings and the workings
of the Divine Will as embodied in the Torah and expounded in
the sacred writings and in the splendid literature of the sages.
Of the problems not fully solved to our satisfaction is
the effort to accommodate the severe demands upon the time
of our students made by the pursuit of secular studies in
college, with the necessity for doing full justice to the require¬
ments of our curriculum and schedule of studies here in the
Seminary . In order to attain proficiency in both , our pupils
have the usual hours of work filled to the uttermost with
occupations that strain both brain and nerve , and leave scant
time for the relaxation that ought to accompany such close
absorption in study . There are several phases of this prob¬
lem that are perplexing in the extreme , but we have
every reason to hope that we will be able to cope with it
successfully.

That which concerns us most, however , is the immediate
need for a Resident Dean , who, under the direction of the
President of the Faculty , shall guide , supervise and regulate
the detail -work of instruction in all branches , whose sole
occupation it shall be to devote himself to the interests of
the institution and to the welfare of its pupils . There are
many details of tuition , training , administration , of personal
influence and discipline , that cannot be, or at least are not,
attended to at present , even with the best of intentions.
Such an official is an imperative necessity. To find the one
thoroughly adapted to the position will be no easy task . The
essential qualifications are many and rare in combination.
Such a man as we need must be a scholar in the true
sense—one who is imbued with the scientific spirit of learn¬
ing . He must be a gentleman manifesting ever the finest
courtesy and securing it in return from others . He must
have the tact , training , temperament and experience that are
required for an ideal teacher who can win the love, compel
the respect and inspire the ambition of his pupils , and finally
and beyond all , he must be impregnated with a fervent devo¬
tion to Judaism as a living religion , demonstrating in his
own life and all his walks and ways the beauty of the Torah
and the ideal worth of its teachings.
There may not be many such men , but there is at
least one, and if there be but one, we should have him 'here
in this Seminary . That which stands in the way of procur¬
ing him , as it constitutes the obstacles in the paths of other
needed improvements in the facilities we offer, is the want
of meank. It is this which you must seriously consider at
this Convention . Several years the need was felt for a
building fexclusively devoted to our purposes , and , under
Divine favor, friends came forward and secured for us the
necessary means to secure the present structure owned by the
Seminary . Shortly after, the want was made manifest of a
good working Hebrew library , and again the means were
forthcoming to aid in providing the splendidly -equipped
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working library that now adorns the walls of the institu¬
tion.
Another such emergency has arisen , if anything more
urgent and more important than either of those that have
been mentioned . We are in such a position as to require an
income of at least three thousand dollars annually in addition
to that which we enjoy. Such an institution as ours dare
not stagnate and be allowed to run into slipshod ruts that
would soon drag it into the degeneracy of a Cheder. The
antecedents of many of our pupils compel us to guard con¬
tinually against this tendency . We need the thrilling energy
that will give it the aspiring character of a modern univer¬
sity. We need the most exacting discipline and the most
rigorous methods.
This convention will not have fulfilled its duty if at the
conclusion of its labors it shall have failed to devise plans,
practical working plans , to provide the Board of Trustees
with the necessary means for efficiently developing the
possibilities of the institution , and for supplying the need
that has been pointed out. If all else were ignored and this
accomplished , those who have the interests of the Seminary
at heart would cordially congratulate the delegates upon this
achievement . There are here practical sensible men of affairs
who are capable of grappling with this problem . May God
give them wisdom and understanding that they may solve it
well and promptly.
Those who observe the progress of Jewish affairs in this
country can surely be buoyed up by feelings of joy and hope
at the very noticeable indications there have recently been
afforded of the change of opinion and sentiment , that has
been going on during the last few years, in respect to the
spirits of Radicalism and Sensationalism in the Jewish pul¬
pit and which seemed at one time seriously to threaten
dominion over Judaism in America . The sober second
thought of the people has come to correct the eccentricities
of extremists , and once again we find appreciation for
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sincerity of purpose , strength of conviction and well-balanced
learning . This new condition should inspire us with courage
and animate our zeal. We should realise that our oppor¬
tunity has come. The time is ripe for the development of a
body of well-equipped rabbis , preachers and teachers who
understand and revere the eternal verities of our sublime
faith , and who are imbued with the purpose of doing their
share of the work in fulfilling the mission of Israel.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
Association.
To the Jewish Theological Seminary

, and elected
The Board met and organized in April , 1894
the following officers:
President,
Vice-President,
Treasurer,
Secretary,

Joseph Blumenthal,
Dr . A. Friedenwald,
Newman Cowen,
Percival S. Menken.

Treasurer , Mr.
Much to our regret our old and honored
such about a year
Newman Cowen, resigned his office as
his duly appointed
ago , and his place is now ably filled by
successor , Mr. A. R . Altmayer.
Committees:
The President appointed the following
, Newman Cowen,
Seminary :—Max Cohen , Dr. S. Solis-Cohen
A. S. Solomons.
D. M. Piza , Louis Ash, S. M. Roeder , and
S. Jarmulowsky , New¬
Finance :—Jonas Weil , S. M. Hyneman ,
Singer.
man Cowen , Percival S. Menken , Jacob
. L. Rothschild , Dr . A.
E
,
Ottinger
:—'Moses
Membership
Friedenwald , Daniel P . Hays , Nathan Hirsch.
Josephs , Moses Ottin¬
Library :—Percival S. Menken , Samuel
Edgar Phillips,
ger , Max Cohen , David Sulzberger , J .
, Nathan Hirsch and Per¬
Solomons
House Committee :—A. S.
cival S. Menken.

for the
We herewith submit the report of the Treasurer
last two years:
Balance on hand according to last report
.
.
.
.
Receipts
Disbursements
Balance

•

. $ 2,257. 26
14,756.97

•

$17,014. 23
. $ 14,498. 01

,

• $ 2,516.22

.
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Receipts.

March ist , 1894, to March 1st, 1896.
Balance on hand March 1st, 1894.
Donations
.
.
.
.
.
Congregations .
.
.
.
.
Patrons and Subscribers
Ottinger Library
.
.
.
.
Morais Library
.
.
.
.
Poor Student ’s Fund
.
.
.
.
Philadelphia Branch
.
.
.
.
Baltimore Branch
.
.
.
.
Syracuse Branch
Buffalo Branch
.
.
.
Due Bank
.
.
.
.
.
Legacies and Bequests
Legacies and Bequests in Trust
Interest on Friedenwald Legacy
Disbursements.

Interest , Taxes and Insurance
Assessments Yonker ’s, etc.
Repairs to Building
Furniture and Supplies
Coal and Gas
.
.
General Expenses
Superintendent
Janitor
.
.
Collector ’s Commissions
Expenses Graduation.
Expenses Library
Books Library
Salaries
.
.
Stipends
.
.
Printing and Stationery
Printing Reports
Books for Students
Car Fare
.
.
Board for Students
Washing
.
.
Traveling
.
.
Postage
.
.
Expenses Convention 1894

.

.

.

.

$ 2,257.26
1,645.00
1,470.00
3» l2 7-45
500.00
56.27
507.24
1,598.48
852 . 53

158.00
100.00
2,500.00
500.00
1,700.00
42.00
$17,014.23
$1,405.08
843.48
172.30
225.38
438.57
35° -53
365.00
3° 5 25
145 - 87

.
.

.
.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.

163.00
86.00
190.00
5,279.00
670.00
75-25
334-oo
28.04
284.45
2,742.80
121.78
163.50
75-35
33-38
$14,498.01
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Assets —House 736 Lexington Avenue, subject to a mortgage of
$12,000.
4 4- 10 acres of land in Yonkers.
Permanent Fund in Bank $ 1,700.

The term of office of the following Trustees expires,
to serve for six years.
Dr. A. Friedenwald,
Newman Cowen,
D. M. Piza,
A. R. Altmayer, appointed to

Daniel P. Hays,
E. L. Rothschild,
S. M. Roeder,
fill vacancy of S. Jarmulow-

sky.
S. W. Korn was appointed to fill the unexpired term of J.
Edgar Phillips.

Acknowledgments are due for donations for books to
the Library of the Seminary to Hon . M. S. Isaacs , Hon.
Joseph Blumenthal , R . B. Raphael , Henry Morais, I.
Koplowitz , Mrs. K. De Young , S. Goebricher , Mrs. A.
Rubin , Solomon Buber , S. W. Korn , Nathan Hirsch , Mrs.
Schloss, Rev . Dr . S. Morais, Joseph Bach, Rev . Isidore
Myers, and for clothing for some of our needy students,
from Mr. S. W. Korn , one of our Trustees , and from the
Sewing Society of Congregation Shearith Israel of New
York.

Report of the Philadelphia Branch of the Jewish Theo¬
logical Seminary Association.
Philadelphia

. February 26th , 1896.

To the President and Board of Trustees of the Jewish Theological
Seminary Association.
Gentlemen

:— The

work

of the

Philadelphia

Branch

of the Association can be best outlined by a presentation of
the financial results of the past two years.
The following is a statement of Receipts and Dis-
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bursements by the Treasurer , Dr. L . W. Steiubach , during
the period:
Cr.

Dr.

March 1st, 1894, to date.
March ist , 1894, to March 1st,
Printing , postage and col1895.
lector ’s commissions paid
To receipts from dnes and
. $84.02
.
. $747.50 by the Treasurer
.
.
donations
Treasurer
the
by
Remitted
date
to
,
March ist , 1895
to the Treasurer of the
Receipts from dues and do. 1,598.48
.
.
Association
.00
935
.
.
.
nations .
.

Total

.

$1,682.50

, $1,682.50

L\

The dues of Congregation Mickve Israel and Rodef
Sholom were remitted direct to New York . An effort to
collect funds for the Association is now being made by a
Committee consisting of Messrs. Edward E. Rothschild and
Wm . Gerstley . The result will be announced at the Bien¬
nial Convention.
During the past year an effort has been made to increase
the membership of the Branch , and as a result thirty -two
members paying five dollars per annum and two Congrega¬
tional Members , paying twenty -five dollars per annum have
been added to our roll which now contains six Congrega¬
tional Members , twenty -five Patrons and ninety -eight Mem¬
bers and one Annual Donor . Four additional members are
to be added to the list for the ensuing year.
In the Spring of last year an effort was made to secure
the memberships of the Congregations located in the
interior of Pennsylvania . A number of circular letters were
sent to the Congregations in various parts of the State but
as yet no substantial results have accrued . The effort
already made will be continued and it is hoped that good
may be affected by a persistent effort in this direction.
Respectfully submitted,
Ephraim

Ekderer,

Secretary.
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Your Board desire to express their due and full appre¬
ciation for the earnest effort and the active work done by
the Philadelphia Branch of the Seminary and its energetic
President , Mr . B L . Rothschild ; also to its Vice-President,
Dr. A. Eriedenwald , and the Baltimore Branch , and to the
Branches in Syracuse and Buffalo in this State.
Attention is also called to the new and thorough cata¬
loguing of the library on the card index system , making it
now accessible to all who desire to consult it both for refer¬
ence and use, and hearty and sincere thanks are extended to
all who during the past two yearshave aided in maintaining
the work of the Seminary.
Respectfully submitted,
PERCIVAL S. MENKEN,
Secretary.

Report of Rev . Dr. S. Morals.
To the Preside nt and Members of the Convention.

1 Gentlemen :— That the number of students in our Seminary
has slightly decreased since I had the honor of presenting my report
at your fourth biennial convention , is due rather to gratifying than

to unpleasant circumstances.
In the middle of June , 1894, Joseph H . Hertz , of Senior A class,
graduated as rabbi . Having already preached on high holidays and
occasionally on Sabbaths at the synagogue of Adath Jeshurun Con¬
gregation at Syracuse, in this State , he was installed there into the
sacred office which he now fills.
Towards the end of October , 1895, David H . Wittenberg , also
of Senior A, and Emil Friedman , likewise of the same class, obtained
a diploma—the former as rabbi , occupying the Jewish pulpit in the
Congregation Beth -El , of Buffalo; the latter as teacher , as well as
Cantor , or Hazan , in the Congregation Adath Israel at*Harlem.
The slow increase of pupils in this Institution is, moreover,
attributable to needful caution . Applications for admission are
very frequent , but not all who show eagerness to enter here as
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students possess the requisites entitling them to a compliance with
their wish.
By reason of the withdrawal of the scholars above mentioned
a change in the arrangement of the classes has taken place . Whereas
A
formerly the Senior class was divided into two sections , namely ,
attended
who
some
which
to
class,
Senior
one
but
is
there
and B, now
the Junior before have been promoted.
To suitably regulate the standing of our students , a Junior B
a
has been opened , while the two Preparatory classes merged into
single one.
Previous to the alterations brought about by the occasion of
three of our^students having received a ministerial call, the Rev. Dr.
Bernard Drachman had explained , in Jewish philosophy , the system
of Maimonides , dwelling largely on the third treatise of the Moreh
his
Nebuchim , in which the the world-renowned author advances
Torah.
the
of
ordinances
and
views about the origin of statutes
During the present term , the minds of the pupils in the highest
class, under Dr . Drachman , have been directed to the work of Jo¬
of
seph Albo—the principal aim being to show that if the Sage
thirteen
the
touching
,
Cordova
of
Sage
Monreal disagrees with the
creeds which the latter formulated , he nevertheless admits nearlyall of them as branches of the main roots , which are the existence
of God, Revelation and a requiting Providence.
An important theory pursued heretofore was that of several
treatises in the ritual code of Maimonides , or Mishne Torah —the
most interesting being the treatise in which, with profound knowl¬
edge, the celebrated writer lays down the rules guiding the Jewish
calendar.
In Bible studies the attendants at the Senior class have con¬
tinued what had already been commenced some time ago. The
Book of Ezekiel , presenting numerous difficulties in style and
grammatical construction , has just been finished by that class.
To furnish an idea of the labors of our Lexicographers and
earliest Grammarians , Dr. Drachman has lectured on the produc¬
tions of some preceding the famous Judah Chayug , who lived
about the year one thousand of the vulgar era.
The Senior class is now occupied in gaininga thorough under¬
standing of a number of Psalms . Because of the sublimity of sen¬
I
timents uttered , and of the devotional spirit which they stir up,
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wish that the pupils would, to a great extent , commit them to mem¬
ory.
The Junior A have learned from Dr . Drachman the Book of
Hosea and have begun Jeremiah . The history of our people during
the life of the first named prophet , when the kingdom of the ten
tribes was fast declining , soon to be swept away by Assyria, and
our history during the stormy life of the last named prophet , who
saw the kingdom of Judah destroyed by the all-conquering Babylon,
was a fitting subject for moral instruction.
Junior B have learned from Dr. Drachman various lessons in
Exodus with Rashi commentary , and in several chapters of Isaiah.
In every instance , grammatical and exegetical exercises on the
portions of the Bible read , accompanied the translation.
The imparting of rabbinical learning , derived from treatises
of the Talmud and their codification in Joseph Caro’s work, is now
assigned altogether to Professor Joshua A. Joffe . The only excep¬
tion in that department is the first volume of the Shulchan Aruch,
taught once a week by the Rev. Dr. Moses Maisner.
Professor Joffe has trained his pupils of the Senior class in the
understanding of the contents of treatise Sanhedrin , largely on the
interesting topic of Jewish Jurisprudence , which,.respecting criminal
laws, compares favorably with that of ancient and modern nations.
Chullin has been continued by the same class, because its
twelve lengthy chapters set to view what is allowed to Israelites
to partake of as food and what is forbidden.
To acquaint the students with the decision of late Sages on
that subject , Professor Joffe made them read the portion of the
second volume of the Shulchan Aruch , or the Yoreh Deah , which
lays down the decision.
Before the new arrangement entered into last summer, while
two of the students , now respectively holding a ministerial position,
had not yet left the Seminary, Professor Joffe selected from Midrashim and explained allegorical and legendary lessons, applicable
to pulpit preaching.
He had also taught seventy -five double pages of treatise Kiddushin , concerning laws of marriage . In connection therewith,
responses from ?casuistical writers, such as Moses Schreiber , or
Chotham Sopher , and Ezekiel Landau , author of “Nodang Bihudah, ” were consulted.

The Junior classes obtained thus far instruction from Professor
Joffd in treatises of the Talmud , relative to the order called Moed.
For instance , Shabbath , Pesachim and Roth Hashanah.
Mr. Henry M. Speaker , who graduated also as rabbi last Oc¬
tober , and who was retained as teacher in the Seminary , had taught
prior to the present arrangement Junior A class in Talmud Sanhed¬
rin , Junior B in Talmud Pesachim , and the Preparatory in Mishnah
Rosh Hashanah.
At present , Rabbi Speaker confines his tuition entirely to the
the
Preparatory . Since the current term commenced , he imparted
the
from
selections
with
Genesis
in
knowledge of thirty chapters
text.
the
of
analyzing
Rashi commentary and the
Under his instruction , the pupils learned twelve psalms gram¬
matically expounded . They reached the fortieth chapter in Manheimer ’s grammar , and they were initiated in the style of the Mish¬
nah with the comment of Rabbi Obadiah of Bertinoro ; having gone
thus far through four chapters of treatise Berachoth ..
The number of students in the Seminary is at present twentytwo
three , divided as follows: Six in the Senior ; nine in Junior A;
two
and
,
in Junior B; four in the Preparatory already admitted
attendants , waiting for admission.
In addition to those twenty -three , I train in Philadelphia two
me
youths , enrolled in the list of Seminary scholars . It affords
scholars,
two
my
of
older
satisfaction to report that Isaac Husik , the
the
has just won the prize of one hundred dollars offered by
best
the
for
,
Chicago
of
”
Literature,
“American Institute of Sacred
examination papers on certain Scriptural sentences translated into
a
English , grammatically analyzed and written in the presence of
States.
United
the
in
universities
professor of one of the leading
I place that pupil of mine in Senior class ; the other, Gershon
Levi, in Junior A.
Profoundly lamenting the irreparable loss which our institution
has sustained by the untimely death of the Rev . Dr. Alexander
a
Kohut , from whose vast erudition several of our pupils derived
a
it
precise knowledge of the Methodology of Talmudism , I feel
Maisner
duty to express my heartfelt thanks to the Rev. Drs . Moses
and Henry Pereira Mendes , for their unabated zeal evinced by con¬
tinuous gratuitous instruction , respectively on Dinim and on Jewish
history.
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The Seminary had gladly accepted the offer tendered by the
Rev. Dr. David Davidson, and regrets that the gentleman found it
incompatible with his numerous pastoral duties to give us the ad¬
vantages of his free tuition.
I regret likewise that ill-health has compelled Mr. Moses
Chazon to absent himself during a number of weeks from the classes
which he was engaged to teach Hebrew composition.
Pleasing it is to know that the more advanced among our
students exercise their minds in writing and delivering, in turn, an
address at the afternoon Sabbath services. I would recommend
the resuming of lessons in elocution under a person perfectly qual¬
ified.
With fervent prayers to the Lord, “who is nigh unto all who
call upon him in truth,” for the unceasing success of the cause
which we all have deeply at heart, I beg to subscribe myself,
Yours respectfully,

S. Morais.

Upon motion of Ephraim Rederer , Esq ., of Philadel¬
phia , the report of Rev . Dr, Morais was referred to a special
committee of five. The chairman then named the follow¬
ing committee : Ephraim Eederer , Rev . Dr. H . Iliowizi,
Dr. A. Friedenwald , Moses Ottinger , S. M. Roeder.
On motion of Daniel P. Hays , Esq . , of New York , the
Report of the President of the Association and the Report
of the Board of Trustees were referred to a special commit¬
tee of seven.
The President named the following committee : Daniel
P. Hays , Newman Co wen, Rev . Stephen S. Wise , Edward
L,. Rothschild , Charles J . Cohen, Rev . Dr. H. P . Mendes,
Benjamin F . Teller.
A committee of three was then upon motion appointed
to report names for the seven Trustees to be elected in this
Convention . The chair appointed P. S. Menken , S. B.
Hamburger and S. Krieger as such committee.
Rev . Dr . S. Morais, of Philadelphia , was then called
upon and addressed the convention as follows:
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Address

of Dr . S. Morais.

Fellow-Israelites :—At the coronation of King Solomon, greet¬
ings of an unusual character were offered. Holy Writ records that
court officials entered the sick chamber , where David lay, and in
the following language tendered their congratulations : “ May God
make the name of Solomon more famous than thy name, and raise
his throne aoove thy throne ”—the aged monarch acknowledging the
salutation by bending the head from the pillow at his couch.
“A strange greeting, ” remarked a scholar within hearing of
his Talmudical perceptor —“ a wish to the still living father , that
his son might excel him in renown and surpass him in power.” The
teacher endeavored to explain away what seemed unsuitable , but
to my mind the idea which another Talmudist advanced to remove
all seeming objections , is coriect . The sage said: “ Man is apt to
envy the greatness attained by any, except that which his own child
DIDpn fcUpftO IK ^33.
or his own pupil has achieved .”
And the same rabbi illustrated his_aphorism by a reference to
the incident which I have just cited, and by the promise of Elijah
to Elisha that , at the happening of a certain event , a double portion
of his own spirit would rest upon his faithful disciple.
Now, dear co-workers of mine, far is from me, in very truth,
the reprehensible thought of drawing presumptuous comparisons.
I neither wear a crown, nor the mantle that fell off from the Tishbite . I am merely one of the many who labor in the vineyard of
the Lord , to a purpose considered right . Consequently , the desire
which I express cannot deserve a rebuke as the prompting of arro¬
gance . Not for myself, not for myself do I seek exaltation ; but I
wish that the good and true in Israel may pray to God to destine
the pupils whom I have been instrumental in initiating in a noble
career, to excel me in a knowledge which will yield blessings;
blessings luminously reflected on the religion entrusted to their guid¬
ance.
Ten years have just elapsed since a few honest-hearted
Jews, having first met at my house to take counsel together , sum¬
moned many of our brethren in the Shearith Israel congregational
Love for the Law stirred them up to
school-room of this city.
create a seat of learning sound and broad resting on foundations
laid by righteousness.
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I was appointed to keep sentry and guard it well. I did try to
watch in earnest , and in my solicitude I taught my heart to look
upon each student admitted into our Jewish Theological Seminary
more than on a pupil of my selection. Yes: He is my child, con¬
“ To
1>N3 mm vnn p
formably to the Rabbinical adage ,
I
existence.”
him
give
to
is
train a neighbor ’s son in the Torah ,
and
forth
gone
has
who
one
yearn for the future greatness of every
will go forth from hence.
Perhaps , my longing is not entirely free from a tinge of selfish¬
ness. I am buoyed up by a moral assurance , that my successor in
the ministration of the venerable body bearing the appellation
of “ Hope of Israel, ” will have sat at the feet of the preceptors
whose important lessons resound within these hallowed walls.
I rejoice in the anticipation that he will honor the spot which
I shall have left vacant , by the possession of capacities repre¬
senting Rabbinism through a learning towering far above that
which I could ever bring to the task—a learning combining the
secular with the sacred in a most notable manner. . . . Brethren,
without claiming unmerited praises, I may be pardoned for saying
that to have expected more in a decade than the institution has
hitherto accomplished , would not have evinced foresight . For , ripe
scholarship is the product of a cultivation diligent and laborious,
and I would therefore rather lengthen than shorten the period of
tuition.
We cannot ignore this incontestable fact . What may have
sufficed our parents , would fall short of the requirements of the age
and country in which we live. The occupant of a Jewish pulpit in
our days differs strikingly from him who ascended it in the past.
The preaching , which consisted of adisquisition on Talmudic or postTalmudic regulations , fraught with legendary tales, may formerly
have edified Israelites . Familiarity , in a more or less degree , with
the writings of our sages, was then general and the presentation
thereof was appreciated accordingly.
Now, especially in America, the minister who assumes the
weighty charge of instructing a Jewish public, must be endowed
with varied qualifications ; else his efforts will prove abortive . Like
Jeremiah he must consider the word of the Lord a soul-penetrating
fire: a hammer shattering the flinty rock of incredulity . ' TIT na
. The fire of conviction in the preacher will burst forth into
SPSS
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eloquence , and this will win devoted adherents , by the force of an
erudition which bears the stamp of the revered books. The Bible,
my friends , the Bible must find defenders , clothed in an armor of
steel which the arrows of infidelity cannot pierce.
I do not undervalue Midrashic assistance to the sermon.
Innumerable are the illustrations which the narratives and maxims
of our olden teachers can fittingly suggest , to point a moral and
put a signet upon truth , and that discourse I regard as admirable,
which is becomingly adorned with Rabbinical lore.
But in this age, when the Hebrew Scriptures are a target to
the darts of unsparing criticism ; now that to root up the corner¬
stone of our belief, external and internal foes band together , I
deem it imperative in the preachers , reared in this nursery of legiti¬
mate Judaism , to go forth powerfully equipped to enter the lists,
laden with a knowledge that will command the respectful hearing
of congregations and the^confidence of communities.
God forbid that I should intimate the expediency of going in
quest of fictitious props to strengthen the Torah . He does not
fortify it, but he rather weakens it and brings it to discredit , who
fancies that rhetorical flights, metaphysical dissertations —to dazzle
the untutored —will elevate the cause which the preacher is supposed
to advocate . I would that whatever savors of the sensational be
shunned , as falsehood itself, by our rabbis ; but the help which a
terse language , a clear and persuasive reasoning and a varied eru¬
dition can lend must be utilized to create healthful and lasting
impressions.
By that method some pulpit speakers in Israel have earned a
richly deserved reputation ; have ennobled their calling and glorified
the God they served.
Fain would I set up this day on a lofty pedestal one with whose
enthusiasm , surpassing abilities and sublime character , the students
of our Seminary ought to become enamored . He had entered the
domains of Talmudism and searched out in the interior whatever
might broaden his intellect ; but his fondness of the Bible, his devo¬
tion to the language of the Bible, his eagerness to impartially inter¬
pret the history of the Bible, his unshaken faith in the truth of the
Bible, made him the genius of the Jewish pulpit , the ideal priest
ministering to the God of the Bible.
People hung on the lips which uttered sentences prophetic in
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their spontaneous flow; incisive, convincing because sincerity was
the prompter . Preachers of that divine mettle are rare , but not im¬
possible. Who among our scholars will rise to the height of the too
early departed Michael Sachs ? A new Luzzatto may sing his
praises in liquid notes of Hebrew poetry . For , the Italian sage,
who illustrated Judaism with his ever-flowing pen, left among his
multifarious writings a poem in honor of the German Jew , whose
ideas he shared and whose deep -rooted religious principles he held
in admiration.
Samuel David Luzzatto saw in Michael Sachs a messenger
from on high, breathing words Divine ; instilling into human hearts
sweet drops of heavenly doctrines . Him he addressed as a
defender of the faith , the dauntless champion of unadulterated
Judaism , a glory to his people, a sanctuary to the sons of
Israel.
Approach that model of eloquence and virtue , ye disciples of
celestial teachings . Yours will be the honor, ours the joy of having
raised an edifice at the stability of which the eye which never grew
dim will glisten with delight . Aye, a dwelling to the Torah which
the immortal Seers and Sages of Israel , beatified in the contempla¬
tion of God, will commend to His unending protection.
Miss Mary Cohen, of Philadelphia, was then called upon
to make a few remarks, which she did in a most happy and

felicitous manner.
The address of Rev. Dr. S. Morais was ordered to be
published in the Fifth Biennial Report.
The Convention then took a recess until 2.30 p. m.
The Convention reassembled at 2.30 p. m.
P. S. Menken, Esq., made the report for the Committee
to nominate seven Trustees as follows: Dr. A. Friedenwald,
Newman Cowen, Daniel P. Hays , E. E. Rothschild , S. M.
Roeder, A. R. Altmayer and E. Napoleon Eevy.
On motion of Dr . S. Solis-Cohen, the Secretary was
authorized to cast one ballot for these gentlemen , and they
were declared duly elected as Trustees for the term of six
years.
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Rev. Stephen S. Wise then presented the report of the
Committee on President’s Message :
We warmly endorse the report of the President , dealing , as it
does, fully with the doings of the Seminary Association during the
past two years , and we take this opportunity to congratulate the
Seminary and its teachers and leaders upon the successful gradua¬
tion of four students and their occupancy of important and respon¬
sible positions in the community of Israel.
We consider the appointment of a Resident Dean as absolutely
essential to the future welfare and continued progress of the
Seminary.
In accordance with the recommendation contained in the
message of the President , the Hon . Joseph Blumenthal , we respect¬
fully urge the appointment of a committee by the Chairman of this
Convention , such committee to consist of five members of the
Advisory Board of the Seminary and five members from out the
Board of Trustees , and to have power to add to its members —the
committee , as properly constituted , to devise ways and means for
carrying the recommendation of the President touching the appoint¬
ment of a Resident Dean into effect. The Committee shall also
be empowered to recommend a gentleman for the position , the
creation of which is earnestly petitioned by this Committee.
We further recommend that the formation of Branches of the
Seminary Association , similar to those organized in Philadelphia,
Baltimore , Buffalo and Syracuse, be continued in other states and
cities, and suggest that committees be appointed in other cities,
which shall always include one or more graduates of the institution.
We desire to give expression to our sense of warm admiration
for the Report of the President ; we recognize and appreciate in the
fullest manner his earnest and untiring efforts in behalf of the
Seminary, and congratulate both him and the Seminary upon the
unflinching and unswerving courage with which he has faced every
difficulty and obstacle that has arisen since the founding of the
Jewish Theological Seminary.

On motion of Mr. A. R. Altmayer, the report was
adopted.
Speeches were made by D. P. Hays, the Chairman of
the Committee ; Rev. S. S. Wise, Rev. Dr. H. P. Mendes,
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Moses Ottinger and others, particularly emphasizing the
necessity of securing a Resident Dean and the means of pro¬
viding for the same.
Ephraim Eederer, Esq., submitted the report of the
special Committee on the report of the President of the
Faculty.
Chairman and Delegates of the Convention.
The Committee on the report of the President of the Faculty
respectfully reports:
That they congratulate the Association and the Jewish com¬
munity of the United States on the progress made by the Seminary
during the past two years , and they express the hope that in the
providence of God the work may be furthered and increased , and
that the greater liberality of the Jews of America may enable it to
carry on with renewed energy the labors so auspiciously begun.
The Committee views with sincere gratification the fact that
the services of the graduates of the Seminary have been demanded
by conservative congregations immediately after their graduation,
and they regard this as an evidence of the fact that the work of the
institution will grow in importance as the number of its graduates
increases, and that their influence and example will be a powerful
factor in advancing the cause of Judaism and of Jewish learning in
America.
They earnestly appeal to the Convention to devise means
whereby the teaching staff of the Seminary may be increased and
an additional number of pupils be accommodated.
It is evident that the cause of Conservative Judaism in America
is inseparably interwoven with the interests of the Jewish Theo -,
logical Seminary Association, and that any means adopted to
strengthen it will only tend to the furtherance of the sacred cause
which the Association is endeavoring to promote.
We approve of the course of studies as outlined in the report
of the President of the Faculty , and recommend that the same be
strictly adhered to . We suggest that the Faculty from time to time
recommend to the students cognate studies not regularly included
in the prescribed course for their personal attention , and that exam¬
inations be from time to time held in Jewish history not regularly
included in the prescribed course.
To the
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We recommend that the services conducted on Sabbath after¬

noons be continued , and we would suggest that congregations
affiliated with the Association be requested to invite from time to
time the pupils of the Seminary to occupy their pulpits.
We endorse the recommendation of the President of the
Faculty that the pupils of the institution be properly prepared in
all necessary branches of secular learning before receiving the
rabbinical degree , and we suggest that no such degree be conferred
unless the student be in possession of the degree of a recognized
college or university.
We express our appreciation of the gratuitous services of Rev.
Dr. H . P. Mendes and Rev. Dr. Moses Maisner , and thank them
for their efforts in behalf of the Seminary. We tender to the Rev.
Dr. S. Morais, the President of the Faculty , the expression of our
heartfelt gratitude for his untiring and invaluable services to the
institution.
Respectfully submitted,
Ephraim Lederer , Chairmnn.

A. Friedenwald,
Moses Ottinger,

S. M. Roeder,

On motion of A. R. Altmayei , the report was adopted.
A discussion then ensued upon die question of increas¬
ing the funds of the Seminary and the need of a Resident
Dead, which was participated in by D. P. Hays , Rev.
Stephen S. Wise , Dr. Morais, Moses Ottinger , Dr. Drachman and others.
Under new business , the President of the Association,
Joseph Blumenthal , addressed the Convention , urging active
and personal effort to increase the funds of the Seminary , in
which he was heartily supported in speeches by Dr. S.
Solis-Cohen, Benj . F . Teller , Wm . Gerstley , Max Cohen,
S. Krieger , A. R . Altmayer and Ephraim Lederer.
Rev . Dr . Grossman , of Philadelphia , presented the fol¬
lowing :
Whereas, It is important that a special time be annually set
apart to arouse and sustain an interest in the Jewish Theological
Seminary ; and
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Whereas,

The spirit of the festival of Chanuka is in accord

with the upbuilding purposes of this institution; therefore, be it
Resolved, That Sabbath Chanuka be designated as Seminary
Day, and all those interested in its behalf be urged especially at
this time to work for the furtherance of this institution.

That the Executive Board be instructed to issue
annually in furtherance of this object a circular-letter setting forth
the progress that has been made, of the needs for the future and
such other statements as may be deemed proper.
Resolved, That in the several synagogues throughout the land
the rabbis be requested, in connection with the other lessons of this
festival, to dwell on the importance of the Seminary and urge its
support by their respective congregations.
Resolved,

Mr. Ottinger moved to strike out Sabbath Chanuka and
insert the Sabbath in the middle days of Pesach.
The amendment was supported by Rev . Dr, Hertz , A.
R. Altmayer and S. Krieger.
The original resolutions were warmly supported by Rev.
Dr. J . B. Grossman and Charles Hoffman , Esq.
The amendment was lost , and the original motion to
make Sabbath Chanuka a Seminary Day , etc ., was carried.
On motion of Rev . Dr . Hertz , it was resolved to make a
special appeal in the synagogues on the first day of Passover.
Mr. B. E. Teller made a stirring speech in favor of hold¬
ing the next Convention in Philadelphia , and on his motion
it was unanimously carried that the next Convention be held
in that city.
The following donations were then made :
Moses Ottinger
.
S. W. Korn
.
S. Krieger
Rev. A. H . Nieto

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.100$
. 100
. 25
20
.

oo
oo
oo
00

Dr. S . Solis-Cohen moved that the Convention express
its thanks to the President and Board of Trustees and to the
Jews of New York for their efforts and liberality in behalf of
the Seminary since its organization.
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Rev . Dr. B. Drachman moved that an endowment fund
be raised, and that steps to that end be taken in the cities of
New York , Philadelphia and Baltimore , such fund to be used
for the support of a Dean , etc.
The whole matter was referred to the committee of
ministers and laymen to be appointed , as recommended by
the Committee on report of the President of the Board of
Trustees.
Dr. A. Friedenwald was then called upon , and addressed
the Convention , as did also Rev . Dr. H . Iliowizi and Rev.
Dr. D. Davidson.
On motion of Dr. S. Solis-Cohen, the thanks of the
Convention were tendered to its officers, to which the Presi¬
dent , Jacob Singer , responded in an eloquent and earnest
speech.
Rev . David H . Wittenberg , a graduate of the Seminary,
made the closing prayer , and the Convention adjourned sine
die.
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ADMISSION

OF STUDENTS.

Applications for admission to the classes of the Jewish Theo¬
logical Seminary will be received at any time.
Applications must be made in writing upon forms furnished
for that purpose by the Secretary , and shall be signed by the
candidate for admission and by his parents or guardians.
Applications shall set forth the age, residence and birthplace
of the candidate ; if of foreign birth , the length of residence in this
country ; whether it is his desire to become a teacher , reader or
rabbi ; the extent of his education , Hebrew and general ; his adher¬
ence to mode of life consonant with Jewish laws, and such other
particulars as the Board of Trustees may desire.
All applications shall be referred to the Seminary Committee,
and upon approval by said Committee the names of candidates so
approved shall be certified to the Faculty or the Advisory Board,
who shall carefully examine said candidates . The original applica¬
tions shall be filed by the Secretary , and be preserved in the archives
of the Association.
The Secretary of the Faculty or the Advisory Board shall
transmit to the Chairman of the Seminary Committee a report of
the examinations , setting forth the name of each candidate , the
branches in which he has been examined , and the mark in each,
and the action recommended by the examiners.
The reports , together with the recommendation ^of the Com¬
mittee, shall be laid before the Board of Trustees and the action of
the Board shall be endorsed thereon , and the papers filed by the
Secretary in the archives of the Association.
No student over twenty -one years of age shall be admitted
unless qualified to enter college ; nor any over twenty -five years of
age,unless possessed of secular education equivalent to the require¬
ments for the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
EXAMINATIONS.
Examination of candidates for admission may be held at any
time or place as the Seminary Committee may direct . An examina¬
tion for admission shall be held in the month of September of each
year in the City of New York, due notice being given by public
advertisement of time and place.
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Examination of students for promotion or graduation shall be
held during the last week of December of each year, and the reports
thereof , together with the recommendations of the examiners , and
the reports of the preceptors as to the general conduct and character
of each student , shall be transmitted to the Seminary Committe »,
and by it to the Board of Trustees.
Students shall only be promoted or graduated , after due exam¬
ination , upon the recommendation of the Faculty , by the action of
the Board of Trustees.
COLLEGIATE

TERMS.

The College year shall be divided into two terms—a long and
a short term . The first term shall begin on the Monday after the
Sukkoth Festival and close on the first of June.
Admission to the classes of the long term shall be only in
accordance with the rules prescribed for candidates for admission
as enrolled students of the Seminary.

REPORTS.
The Preceptors shall render to the President of the Faculty
monthly reports detailing the work done , the hours devoted to each
study , the attendance , the conduct of students and other necessary
particulars ; and the President shall transmit the same, with such
comment as he may deem necessary , to the Seminary Committee.
Should any student be willfully negligent or otherwise fail in his
duty, the Preceptors shall be required to report the facts. They
may also report the names of students worthy of especial commen¬
dation.

CURRICULUM,
PREPARATORY
FIRST

DEPARTMENT.
YEAR.

Genesis, chapters 12-50, and Exodus with Rashi and Hebrew
Grammar , exercises and prose composition —two hours weekly.
Samuel and Kings at sight —two hours weekly.
History to Solomon—one hour weekly.
Translation Psalms—one hour.
SECOND YEAR.

Leviticus and Numbers with Rashi and grammar —two hours weekly.
Joshua and Judges at sight —one hour weekly.
Mishna—Berachoth and Shabbath —two hours weekly.
History to Ezra —one hour weekly.
THIRD

YEAR.

Deuteronomy with Rashi —one hour weekly.
Jeremiah and Lamentations ; Nehemiah —two hours weekly.
Mishna—Pesachim and Yoma—two hours weekly.
Aramaic portions of the Bible with grammar —one hour weekly.
History to the destruction of the second temple—one hour weekly.

JUNIOR

DEPARTMENT.
FIRST

YEAR.

Selections of Pentateuch with Hebrew commentator posterior to
Rashi , and sections of Onkelos—two hours weekly.
Isaiah with commentary —two hours weekly.
Talmud —selections of Berachoth and Pesachim with Rashi —four
hours weekly.
Hebrew prose composition.
History to the Amoraim—one hour weekly.
Essays on Jewish History . Instruction in ritual music and render,
ing (Hazanuth ) Voluntary.
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SECOND YEAR.

Hosea with Hebrew Commentators —two hours weekly.
Masechet Aboth—with commentaries . The text to be memorized
—two hours weekly.
Talmud . Sabbath with commentary —two hours weekly.
Rosh Hashanah at sight—two hours weekly.
Hebrew prose composition.
History to Geonim—one hour weekly.
Essays on Jewish history.
Lectures on Homiletics and Pedagogy —History and Methods —one
hour weekly (ist term).
Lectures on Biblical Archaeology ( 2d term).
Instruction in Ritual music and rendering (Hazanuth ) Voluntary.
SENIOR

DEPARTMENT.
FIRST YEAR.

Bible, Psalm with ancient and modern Commentator —two hours
weekly (2d term).
Ezekiel, with Hebrew Commentaries —two hours weekly (ist term).
Lectures on the History of Biblical Exegesis . Biblical Versions—
one hour weekly.
Midrash Rabba (selections )—two hours weekly.
Talmud —Gittin , with comment . Abodah Zarah at sight —two
hours each.
Jewish Philosophy —Selections from R . Joseph Albo. Sefer Ikkarim—2 hours.
History from Geonim Rav Channa to Rav Shemuel Hannagid—
one hour weekly.
Hebrew Composition.
English Essays —Jewish Religion and Philosophy.
Practice in conducting services and teaching.
General survey of Semitic Languages —one hour weekly ( 2d term ).
Course of Teachers and Hazanim ends with this grade.
SECOND YEAR.

Lectures on History of Biblical Versions (continued )—one hour
weekly.
Job , with commentary —one hour weekly.
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Midrash (continued ) —two hours weekly.
Talmud —Chulin, with commentary —four hours.
Sanhedrin at sight —two hours weekly.
Posekim, portions of Orach Chayim—one hour.
Homiletics—one hour.
Philosophy Emunoth ve-Deoth —two hours.
Lectures on the History of Jewish Philosophy —one hour.
Hebrew and English composition (on History of Jewish Literature ).
History to the death of Maimonides—one hour weekly.
THIRD

YEAR.

Minor Prophets , with commentaries (ancient and modern )—two
hours weekly.
Talmud —Chulin (continued ), with commentaries —six hours.
Baba Mezia at sight —two hours weekly.
Kiddushin thoroughly —four hours.
Selection from Talmud Jerushalmi —two hours.
Posekim Yore Deah , Eben Ha ’ezer, selection—two hours.
Moreh Nebuchim (selections )—two hours.
Selected She’eloth and Teshuboth —two hours.
History to Modern Times—one hour.
Essays on Biblical and Talmudical themes.
Homiletical Exercises.
FOURTH

YEAR.

Talmud Chulin (conclusion), with commentaries —six hours.
Yebamoth (from Isha Raba ), Chapter X.—four hours.
Yoma at sight - two hours weekly.
Succoth—two hours.
Talmud Jerushalmi (selected)—two hours.
Philosophy, Cuzari —two hours.
She’eloth and Teshuboth (selected) —two hours.
Yore Deah (continued )—three hours.
Midrash—three hours.
Practice of Homiletics in English and German.
Essays on Biblical and Talmudical themes.
Lectures : General survey of the Talmud one hour weekly (first
term ).
General Survey of Oriental History —one hour weekly (second term).
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CONGREGATIONAL MEMBERS.
Shearith Israel , New York.
Derech Amuno,
“
Ahawath Chesed, “
B'nai Jeshurun ,
“
Zichron Ephraim , “
Temple Israel of Harlem , N.Y.
Adath Israel , New York.
Mickveh Israel , Philadelphia.
Adath Jeshurun ,
“
Rodef Shalom,
“
Beth Israel
“

Krakauer Beth Elohim , Philad ’phia.
Chevra Bikur Cholim,
“
Chizuk Amuno,
Baltimore.
Shearith Israel ,
“
Oheb Scholom,
“
Baltimore Hebrew Cong.,
“
B’nai Israel , Galveston , Texas.
Etz Chayim, Pittsburgh , Pa.
K . K. B’rith Scholom, Louisville, Ky.
B’nai Jeshurun , Paterson , N. J.
Adath Jeshurun , Syracuse , N . Y.

HONORARY PATRONS.
Schiff , Jacob H., New York.
Sulzberger , Ferd ., New York.
JE>i?a, Mrs - H
©bib 1$o xkMiss (Bilm Phillips , ]£>IjtIatiElpI)ia.

ANNUAL DONOR.
^ -olonttm ©ans, îWIa&Blpfrta.

LEGACIES , BEQUESTS

AND DONATIONS IN TRUST.

May 28, 1894.—Jonas Friedenwald , Baltimore
Feb . t8 , 1896.—Cong.’Shearith Israel , New York

I 700

1,000

DONATIONS,
New York.
Bernard Mayer
Jesse Seligman
Samuel Weil
A Friend (through Chas . L.
Bernheim )F . Sulzberger
Moses and Marx Ottinger,
(for Library in Memory
of their Father ) .

N . Ottinger
N . Taylor Phillips .
L . Napoleon Levy .
Jonas Weil .
.
25 00 Jacob H . Schiff
150 00 Newman Cowen
A . R . Altmayer

$ 50 00
100 00
50 00

• .

S. W. Korn .

300 00

Cong . Shearith Israel , N .Y.

25
25
xoo
25
500
100
10
25
500

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

5
5
5
5
5
15
10
xo
50

00
00
00
vo
00
00
00
00
00

10
25
5
5
5

00
00
00
00
00

Philadelphia.
Abr . Kirschbaum (deceased)
Mrs . Abr . Kirschbatun
Jacob Muhr
.
P . Hammerschlag
L . Gerstley
Hirsh & Bro.
S. Bacharach
M. Alkus
M. A . Dropsie
Dr . L . W . Steinbach
Wm . Gerstley
Edw . L . Rothschild
Morris Rosenberg .
R . Goldbacher
B. Loewenstein

S. Krieger .

OO
100 00
20 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
15 00
100 00
5 00
50 00
50 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
5 00

.
J . Krieger
Kayser & Allman .
A . Bacharach
.
B . Klein
I . Alkus
Chas . J . Cohen
Jos . L . Greenwald .
Emil Selig .
Abm . Kirschbaum Fund .
J . Rothschild (Cawker City,
Kan .)
Mrs . Fanny Muhr .
Miss Amelia Rosenbaum .
Miss Fridoline Mayer
Abm . Lesser (Macon , Ga .)

Baltimore.
5 00

Jacob Meyer .
Leopold Strouse
Isaac Strouse
Simon Neuberger
T . Silverman
Levi Grief .
S . E . Fleischer
Joseph Leopold
M. S. Levy .
"Wm. Levy .

Jacob Levy .

5 00 Lewis Strauss
.

5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
10 00
10 00

Samuel A . Frank .
.
Goody Rosenfeld
.
Simon Rosenberg
Z. Hofheimer
Mrs . Carrie Schloss
Mrs . Rosa S. Rosenfeld
Mrs . Joseph Friedenwald
Joseph Friedenwald

.
.

5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
6 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
20 00
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Henry Sonnebom .
Abr . Rosenauer
Max Skutsch
Maurice Wyman
M. R . Walter
Samuel Strouse
Nathan Schloss
Mrs. Isaac Lobe
I. Rotholz .
Alex. Prank
Mrs. Eli Strouse.
Mrs. Joel Gutman .
Miss Emma B. Ulman
Mendes Cohen
Bernard Wiesenfeld
F . Fuechsl .
Mrs. M. S. Levy .
G. Blum
Dr . Joseph Blum .
Dr . Wolf .

IO oo Solomon Van Leer

.

.
.

5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
IO oo
5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
5 oo
30 00
5 00
10 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
45 00

Charles Van Leer .
H. S. Hartogensis .
Mrs. S. Fried
Sol. Goodman
.
.•
I . Castelberg
Em. Wolfram
Philip Joseph
Rev . I . D. Marmor
Leon Schiff
Dr . Aaron Friedenwald .
Dr . Harry Friedenwald .
Dr . Julius Frieden wald
Miss Rosa Bamberger
Mrs. Jane Frieden wald
Joseph Miller
A. J. Ulman
A. A. Brager
S. J . Oppenheimer .
Joel Gutman (Poor Stud . Fd .)

5 00
5 00
i 00
3 00
2 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
10 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
25 00
5 00
10 00
5 00
5 00
20 00

Collected since Convention.
Michael Schloss
J . Rosenblatt .
Lewis Levi .
Joseph Levi
Mrs. Sanber

5 00
5 00
5 00
2 00
5 00

Mrs. Krulewitch.
S. Ginsberg
Rev . S. Freudenthal
A. Erlanger
Bernstein & Cohen

5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00

Buffalo.
S. H . Cohen
Jacob H . Cohen
Isaac Davis
Henry Brown
Rev . D. H. Wittenberg
Aaron Meyers
Wolf Bergman
Meyer Lichtenstein
Abraham Bergman
Jacob Weisberg
W. M. Eisner
Isidor Yallowitz
A. F . Cohen
N. Hyman .

W. Richbardt
5 00 C. Munter .
IO OO J . L . Saperstone
IO OO M. Goodman
IO OO A. Fybush .
5 00 A. Zeeman .
5 00 Harris Cohen
5 00 Mrs. L. Bonne
500 Mrs. H. Cohen
5 00 Samuel Elfenbeine
OO Samuel Aaron
5 00 Miss Ida Lichtenstein
5 00 A. Russl ander
5 00 D. Russlander
IO OO

5 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
3 00
3 00
2 00
3 00
3 00
2 00
2 00
i 00
i 00
c* 00
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L . W. Marcus
A. Harris .
J . Bleich
Joseph Freedman .
Wm. H. Lyons
S. Disman .
L . Brown
Jos . Saperstone
Rev . Palterowitz .
A. Nathan .
W. W. Saperstone .
Samuel Cohen
M. Grodinsky
B. Bienamen
Mose Cohen
Rev . H . Lewis
H . Rosen .

$ 10 oo Max Davis .
5 oo S. Selling .
5 oo J. L . Cohen
5 oo D. Kleine .
5 oo H. Rus slander
5 oo L. Davis
5 oo A. Morris
5 oo Mrs. P . Brumberg
5 oo Mrs. M. Disman
5 oo Mrs. H . Cohen
.
5 oo Mrs. D. Falk
5 oo Max Levy .
5 oo S. Kaufman
5 oo A. Greenberg
.
5 oo Miss Ethel Friedman
5 oo I . Oppenheimer
3 oo S. J . Harris

.

3 oo
3 oo
3 oo
2 OO

3 oo
3 oo
3 oo
3 oo
2 OO
2 OO
2 OO
I OO
I OO
I OO
I OO
I oo
I oo

PATRONS,

New York.
Adler , Charles , 31 Maiden lane.
Altmayer , A . R . , 785 Lexington ave.
Arnstein , Emanuel , 140 Nassau st
Asheim , M. J . , 60 Broadway.
Ash , Louis , 67g Lexington ave.
Bache , Jules S, , 47 Exchange pl.
Bach , Elias , 166 Water st.
Barnard , H . S. , 684 Lexington ave.
Barnet , M. S., 27 Spruce st
Bauer , L . , 8 W . 3d st.
Bendheim , Adolph M. , 152 Grand st.
Bernheim , Chas . L ., 686 Broadway.
Beer , Walter E ., 22 E . 72h st
Bloomberg , A . J . , 54 Worth st.
Bloomingdale , L . G ., 59th street and
Third ave.
Bodenheim , Max , 100 Franklin st.
Bookman , Jacob , 9 E . 62d st.
Boskowitz , Ignatz , Mechanics
&
Traders ’ National Bank.
Blumenthal , August , 20 W . 72h st.
Blumenthal , Hon . Jos ., 122 W . 78th
Street.

Demuth , Wm ., 507 Broadway,
Dukas , Julius , 335 Broadway.
Ehrlich , F ., 31x Church st.
Einsheirner , Jac . , 31- 33 E . Houston
Street.
Engel , Julius , 3 E . 93d st.
Erlanger , Nathan , 53 E . 64th st.
Eger , M. D . , 4 Murray st.
Fishel , Marks , 149 Franklin st.
Fleisch , Nathan , 480 Broadway.
Fleischhauer , Jacob , 778 First ave.
Fleischhauer , Julius , 778 First ave.
Goldenberg , Simon , 468 Broome st
Goldsmith , Morris , 472 Broad¬
way.
Greenbaum , Samuel , 39 Nassau st.
Guggenheimer , M. , 36 W . 76th st.

Cohen , Bernhard , 20 E . 46th st.
Cohen , Max , 141 W . 136th st
Cohn , Moritz , 218 W . 26th st,
Cohn , Samuel , 424 Broadway.
Coon , Lewis , 203 Broadway,
Cowen , Philip , 213- 215 E . 44th st.

Haas , Simon , 290 Church st.
Hammer , J . W . , E . Broadway.
Hays , Daniel P ., 39 Nassau st.
Hecht , Jacob , 255 E , 48th st.
Heert , H . PI. , 162 W . 136th st.
Heller , Bernard , 29 First ave.
Herman , Simon , 86 Bowery.
Herrmann , Uriah , 18 E . 6oth st.
Pierzog , Simon , 168 E . 75th st.
Hirsch , Leon , 98 Greene st.
Hirsch , Nathan , 98 Greene st.
Hirsh , Samuel , 47 Cedar st.
Hochstadter , Albert F . , 105 E . 6is t
street.

Davidson , Rev . Dr . D . , 155 E . 72d st.
Davis , Jacob , Howard st.

Isaacs , Hon . Myer S. , 37 Pine st,
Israel , Hyfnan , 43 Bowery,

Blumenthal , Dr . M. , 987 Madison av.
Bruck , George , 43 Leonard st.
Brush , Lewis S ., 32 Nassau st.
Budiner , D ., 424 Greenwich st.
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Jacobs , Abr . L, , 140 Nassau st.
Jarmulowsky , S., 54 Canal st.
Josephs , Samuel , xii Lenox ave.
Kahn , E. M., 259 W. 121st st.
Kahn German , 190 E . 19th st.
Kahn, Louis , 172 Broadway.
Kahn, M., 76 E . 8oth st.
Klingenstein , Henry , 106 Greene st.
Klingenstein , Sigmund , 106 Greene
street.
Kohn, Sol., 203 Broadway.
Korn, Henry , 479 Broadway.
Korn, Isidor , 137 Broadway.
Korn, Jacob , 924 Madison ave,
Korn, S. W., 622 Broadway.
Kubie, Samuel , 190 Greene st.
Lawrence , B., 41 John st.
Lehman , Emanuel , 16 William st.
Levin, W., 5 E . Broadway.
Levy, Henry , 132E . 64th st.
Levy, Jefferson M., 32 Nassau st.
Levy , L. N., 32 Nassau st.
Lewisohn , C., 81 Fulton st.
Lewisohn , Leonard , 83 Fulton st.
Lewisohn, R ., 43 John st
Libman , F ., 18 E . Broadway.
Lissauer , M. J ., 64 E . 83d st.
Littman , M. , 249 W. 51st st.
Ludwig , Bernhard , 36 W. 14th st.

Ranger , Solomon, 70 Broad st.
Richter , F ., 502 Broadway.
Richter , Henry , 52 E . 8oth st.
Roeder , S. M., 25 Chambers st.
Rosenstein , M. N., 141 Greene st.
Rosenzweig , Alfred , 20 John st.
Rotholz , A. N., 136 Liberty st.
Sampter , Michael, 15 E . 4th st.
Samuels , Feist , 150 Chambers st.
Schafer , Samuel M., 43 Wall st.
Schattman , Julius , 139W. 126th st.
Schlesinger , Chas., 92 Liberty st.
Schlesinger , Leo, 129 Crosby st.
Seligman , Henry , 21 Broad st.
Seligman , Theodore , 15 Broad st.
Siegel , G., 165 Fifth ave.
Smith , J . B., 14 E . 75th st.
Stadecker , Leopold , 31- 33 E. Hous¬
ton st.
Steinberger , Herman , 610 Broad¬
way.
Steinhardt , S. W., 99 Bleecker st.
Stern , Isidor , 68 Nassau st.
Stern , Leopold , 68 Nassau st.
Strassburgei , Louis , 16 Maiden lane.
Straus , Isaac , 6- 8 Great Jones st.
Sulzberger , Ferdinand , 622 First av.
Tannenbaum , Leon , 529 Broadway.
Unterberg , J .,

Manges, Simon , 81 Ave. A.
Mayer, Bernhard , 227 E . 6oth st.
Mendes, Rev . Dr. H . P ., 6 W. 9th st.
Menken , Peicival S., Ph .D., 87 Nas¬
sau st.
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Walker st.

Wallach , Carl , 222 E . 79th st.
Wasserman , Jesse , 56 Exchange pl.
Weil , Jonas , 36 E . 75th st.
Weil, Samuel , 222 Lenox ave.
Weinberg , Phil ., 166E . 72d st.
Ottinger , Adolphus , 112 W. 121st st. Weis , Morris, 57 Walker st.
Wertheim , B., 100 Gold st.
Ottinger , Max, 143 E. 58th st.
Wimpfheimer , Adolph , 190 Greene st
st.
st
61
.
E
110
Moses,
?
Ottinger
Wortman , Sigmund B., 1150 Second
avenue.
Platzek , M. Warley , 320 Broadway.
Price , B. L., 170 Greene st.
Younker , Falk , 92 Bleecker st.
Prohaska , M., 243 E . 68th st.
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Philadelphia.

Abeles, Bernard, Estate of (in Me- Hyneman, L. L., 118 Walnut st.
moriam).
Hyneman, S. M., Drexel Building.
Alkus, M., 39N. 3d st.
Iliowizi, Rev. Dr. H., 2127 Gratz av.
Bacharach, August, 429 Market
street.
Jastrow, Rev. Dr. M., Upsal st.,
Germantown.
Bacharach, Simon, 429 Market st.
Brinkman, Mrs. M., 251 N. 18th
streett
Marks, Mrs. Emanuel, 1717 Spring
Garden st.
Cohen. Dr. S. Solis, 219S. 17th st. Mayer, Lazarus, 208 Franklin st.
Frank, Meyer, 961 Franklin st.
Frank, Mrs. Rosa, 2224 Green st.
Frechie, A. M., 29S. 3d st.
Freedman, Chas., 127N. 7th st.

Rosskam, Isaac, 226S. Front st.
Rothschild, Edw. L., 1833 Diamond
street.

Singer, Jacob, 1103 Chestnut st.
Steinbach, Dr. L. W., 1309N. Broad
street.
Hirsh, Alfred Curtin, 1309 Market Sulzberger, David, 336N. 3d st.
street.
Hyneman, Mrs. A., 118 Walnut st. Wolf, Mrs. Abram S., 1530 Green st.
Gerstley, Wm., 226S. Front st.

Syracuse , N . Y.

Danziger, I. H.
Hertz, Rev. Dr. J. H.

Liberman, Mrs. I. J.
Marquisee, Julius.
Shriber, Isaac.

St . Louis , Mo.
Bush, Hon. Isidor.

Bainbridge

, Ga.

Nusbaum, Sig.

Montgomery

, Ala.

Jos. Goetter.

SUBSCRIBERS,

New York.
Jacobs , David , 346 Canal st.
Jacobs , Edward , 335 Broadway
Jones , Draman , Lexington avenue,
between 94th and 95th sts,
Bach., Lewis Z., 167 Broadway.
Barnard , H., 231 Pearl st.
Joseph , H. S., 305 E. 71st st.
Joseph , M. S., 305 E . 71st st.
Basch, G., 140E . 65th st.
Benjamin , Eugene , 49 Lafayette pi. Kahnweiler , Carl, 411 Broadway.
Kalischer , A., 145 Broadway.
Bernard , William , 25 Chambers st.
Kutz , Jacob , 17 William st.
Buttenwieser , J , L., 237 E . 60th st.
Kaufman , Ed ., 25 Chambers st.
Kessell, Joseph , 148 E. 78th st.
Cohen, Adolph , 319 Broadway.
Kohnstam , H., 116 Chambers st.
Korn , S. W., 144E . 47th st.
Dalsheimer , S., 43 Leonard st.
Davidson , J ., 329 E. 02d st.
Lass , Isaac R ., 53 E . 115th st.
Davidson , S., 142 E. 80th st.
Levi , J . C., 140 Nassau st.
De Meza, David , 91 Sixth ave.
Levy , A., 610 Broadway.
Levy , B. S., 121 W. 78th st.
Ehrenreich , B., 48 E . 74th st.
Levy , Miss Florence N., 132 W.
Endel , W., 333W. 55th st.
78th st.
Levy , Herman , 139W. 123d st.
Gardner , Moses, 158E . 83d st.
Levy , Herman , 21 John st.
Germanski , A., 30 Canal st.
Gomez, Dr . Horatio , 156 W. 123d Lilienthal , J ., 6- 8 Great Jones st.
street.
Loewy, Nathan , 204 E . 70th st.
Goodman , Aaron , 7 Montgomery st.
Mendelsohn , M. , 18 White st.
Greenfield , D., xo Washington pi.
Grunauer , Reuben , 69 W. Houston Michel, Moses, 656 Broadway.
street.
Morris , Wm., 159 Henry st.
Appel , S ., 140 E. 65th st.
Arkush , Reuben , 781 Park ave.

Halberstadt , L. , 131E. 114th st.
Hecht , M., 125 Prince st.
Hirsch , D., 58 Third ave.
Hitschfield , L . N. , Syndicate Bldg.
Hyman . Louis , 161W , 22d st.
Hyman , N., 75 Murray st.
Isaacs , I. S.,
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Pine st.

Nathan , Edgar J., 120 Broadway.
Norden , Jacob , 156E . 66th st.
Peck , Leopold , 125W. 19th st.
Phillips , L. J., 149 Broadway.
Piza , Moses J ., 495 Lexington ave.
Polak , Joseph , 1467 Lexington ave.
Prager , W., 644 Broadway.
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Raunheim , S ., 50 E . 79th st.
Reichman , Wm . , 71 Franklin st.
Reshorer , J . , 150 W . 150th st.
Rosenberg , J . , 422 E . 88th st.
Rosenblath , K . , 118 Essex st.
Rosenfeld , Joseph , 14 Whitehall st.
Rouse , C. , 343 Canal st.
Ryttenberg , I . , 571 Park ave.

Silk , J . , 375 Greenwich st.
Schwarz , Mrs . S . , 13 E . 77th st.
Solomon , J . P ., 1x4 Nassau st.
Stern , Mrs . L, , 30 Maiden lane.
Sylvester , H ., 121 W . 47th st.
Tucker , Julius , 3 Wooster

st.

Ullman , Joseph , 149 E . 73d st.
Sands , J ., 56 Worth st.
Schafer , Samuel M ., 43 Wall st.
Schattman , M. , 12 W . 4th st.
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Prefatory Remarks by the Translator,

Among the early writings of the Israelite of our century whose
mastery of Jewish science made him famous , must be reckoned the work,
a portion of which is presented here in English.
The original is Italian , and it was intended by the author as an intro¬
duction to his extensive grammar , which did not appear in print till much
later . Like every production of Samuel David Luzzatto , always teeming
with side information , so does this abound in footnotes calculated

to

throw

additional light on the subject discussed.
The translator has taken the liberty of omitting those notes —impor¬
tant as they are —simply to lessen the size of the paper , now subjoined to
the Fifth Biennial Report of the Convention of the Jewish Theological
Seminary.
For a similar reason , only that part of the work which treats of the
history of the Hebrew grammar , in connection with the history

of

kindred

languages , has been reproduced in the vernacular ; presenting merely a
synopsis of the valuable appendices.
The translator has introduced , with exceeding brevity , some few
annotations of his own, and words in parentheses , which may occasionally
serve a purpose.
S. Morais.

Preface hj the Author,
in its
The first movement of the human intellect , wherever directed
of
branch
every
In
.
rational
was
researches , was empirical . The second
mind
The
.
it
followed
science
;
knowledge , history appeared at the start
them in classes
began to observe , to collect phenomena , to distribute
. Subse¬
histories
had
we
simply according to their external analogy ; thus
cause of
the
were
quently , the mind discovered that some phenomena
internal
more
to
others , then the classification was corrected according
deeply;
more
out
analogies ; the causes of those phenomena were searched
thus we had sciences.
methods,
The study of languages is also connected with the same two
Living
.
former
empirical and rational . It necessarily began with the
theoretical study,
languages , being the object of a practical rather than a
, and only
saw those who cultivated them stop longer at the first movement
and lexicons,
later on, and very slowly , take pains to compose grammars
and pass from the state of history into that of science.
, found
Dead languages , being the exclusive property of the learned
and to formulate
much sooner those who took pains to search out causes ,
manner as an
like
In
.
philosophical
and
rational
grammars and lexicons ,
, that of
knowledge
of
kinds
two
implies
acquaintance with any language
lexicons,
or
dictionaries
in
ascertained
,
the words of the same language
of uniting
and that of the inflection of the same words , and of the manner
of lan¬
philosophy
the
also
so
;
grammars
in
words in speech , as contained
to the
analogous
parts
two
comprises
,
guages , or linguistic rationalism
lexico¬
and
rationalism
grammatical
other division . We will call them
philosophy cannot
graphic rationalism . It is evident that the two sorts of
together,
be separated , but must proceed side by side
as
However , linguistic rationalism can be of two species ; inasmuch
in
after
sought
be
may
the causes of the phenomena in a certain language
it
suppose
may
we
the same language , or in other languages , from which
additions.
some
or
,
to have received its origin , or derived some alterations
of lan¬
We will call these two methods of searching into the philosophy
rationalism.
guages internal linguistic rationalism and external linguistic
, because
These two methods of linguistic philosophy cannot be separated

«very language must have its peculiar genius and its
exclusive and charac¬
teristic way, giving scope to internal rationalism, and
every language is
derived from a previous one, or, has received from coexisting languages
alterations and additions, or, at all events, has given origin to

other lan¬
guages which serve to illustrate it, without giving scope
to external
rationalism.
The Hebrew language was early enough treated with
a certain
degree of rationalism both internal and external. Of the
former, we may
consider Judah Ben Chayug to have been the father ; the
second may claim
as parent Judah Ben Karish (or Koraish). NonJewish Hebraists, after
having translated and arranged in order, during the
sixteenth century, the
theories of Jewish grammarians, began in the
seventeenth to introduce in
the study of the Hebrew language the rationalistic
method. Parent to the
j external linguistic rationalism, among Chjristians,
was Ludwig De Dieu,
and of the internal, Jacob Alting. Among
moderns, Albert Schultens
illustrated the first system and GeorgeH. Ewald, the second.
I, after having busied myself in my youth—from
preference—with
the internal rationalism of the sacred language,
about which I published
many articles in the various volumes ot the
Hebrew Annual, entitled
Bikkurg, Ha -Ittim, touching both the grammatical and
lexicographic parts
of the language, learned in my twenty-ninth
year what belongs to the very
valuable productions of modern Orientalists. The
study of the produc¬
tions of the great Wilhelm Gesenius, Professor at
Halle, in Prussia, occa¬
sioned my stopping on the path of external rationalism.
When towards the end of the same year, 1829 ,1
assumed theinstruction of the Hebrew language in this Rabbinical
College(at Padua),I adopted
as a guide of my grammatical lessons the very
renowed work Lehrge¬
bäude d. hebräischen Sprache of the same Gesenius, and,
preparing myself
at the same time for other branches of instruction
in exegesis, theology
aad history, as required at my hands, I was then
contented with adding,
here and there, some ideas to the views of the great
master ; ideas which
occurred to my mind, and whichI had previously
published in the afore¬
named Annual , and which were partly suggested by my
researches, while
in the act of compiling these lessons.
But when the first triennial cycle of my
tuition in this institution
had passed, and I went over what I had taught, a doubt
about some of
the theories whichI had adopted from Gesenius
arose in my mind. The
doubt caused long investigations, and these finally
showed that I could

vn
in
in the Aramaic language explanations to some of the phenomena
the
by
given
as
than
the Hebrew grammar , clearer and more acceptable
, drew his
above-praised Gesenius , who, following Schultens and Michaelis
the
consider
to
me
led
-explanations from the Arabic , It is that which
language
Hebrew
Aramaic as very ancient —as the primitive mould of the
. Whereas,
—and as containiag the cause of the latter ’s phenomena
from
principally
formerly , my external linguistic rationalism was derived
That
.
Aramaic
the
in
it
for
the Arabic , I found it more reasonable to look
and daily
thought fastened itself more strongly on my mind by successive
rationalistic part
meditations and observations . Through them , I saw the
, not less satisfac¬
of the Hebrew grammar , enriched by many illustrations
tory than important.
anew , so
Such conclusions obliged me to shape my lessons almost
original.
largely
became
,
imitation
mere
a
as
that my grammar , born
wishes
who
him
to
needful
so
,
others
of
Anxious to profit by the knowledge
oppor¬
it
deemed
I
,
system
conceived
newly
do avoid the allurements of a
might
which
work
little
another
by
tune to let my grammar be preceded
present
the
destined
are
object
that
-expound the principles thereof . To
laws of the
Prolegomena , in which I explain and define the fundamental
, specially
then
,
languages
all
to
grammatical formation of words common
present
the
to
peculiar
those
those of the primitive Hebrew , and finally
Hebrew.
the gram¬
This contrivance of mine offers the advantage of freeing
exceed¬
it
render
would
mar itself from a mass of argumentations which
and
puzzling
both
be
ingly complicated , and , for beginners , it would
from
drawn
be
to
unsuitable . By reason of the advantage which I design
forth some new
my Prolegomena , I have added appendices, * in which I set
. To all of
ideas regarding various principles of Hebrew punctuations
language,
that , I preface some remarks about the history of the Hebrew
prin*
indispensable to the exposition and development of my fundamental

•find

ciple regarding primitive Hebrew.
, I give the
As preliminary to the history of the Hebrew language
origin and the
history of the grammar , that is , historical remarks on the
sacred language
changes which took place in the grammatical study of the
with heartfelt
show,
will
remarks
Those
.
among Jews and Christians
people , who
our
among
learned
the
of
number
■satisfaction, the great
in a very abridged form.
* The substance of which is reproduced in this translation

via
labored strenuously to promote the study of their ancient language , while
non -Israelites will gain an understanding
of the merits —too little known—
of some Jewish grammarians of later ages , and thus will become convinced
that the study of our language , in the midst of circumstances unfavorable
rather than auspicious , was never relinquished by Israelites.
Besides historical and biographical remarks , which many a time are
necessary to the students , and which form always a source of mental eleva¬
tion to those who have acquired a familiarity therewith , discussions wilt
be found in this history of the Hebrew grammar , on questions of sacred
criticism , where scholars will discover something new , which I submit , with
the rest , to their examination.
It might be fit to say a word concerning the importance of this branch
of learning , and at the same time of the pleasure afforded by the subject
treated in this writing of mine . The more proper it might seem to do so,
since such a study is not now the most favorite , nor the best cultivated;
were it not , however , that to argue about taste —which has nothing equally
variable , inconstant and contradictory —would be altogether fruitless.
I wrote for such as do love these studies , and I tried to treat the
subject with a method which may alter the preconceived opinion of studious
against this topic , so as to render it interesting
and agreeable.
Some experience has left on me the pleasant impression that a partial
success will be attained . Happy will I feel , if my labors shall have upon
many the effect that I designed them to attain.
youths

ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF THE GRAMMAR OF
THE HEBREW LANGUAGE.

I.
The theoretical study of the Hebrew language began towards
the year 900 of the common era. It originated with the Israelites,
who lived under the rule of the Arabs —a nation in whose midst
science and literature flourished in those dark ages . Before then,
the more the Jews knew their own language practically , the less they
devoted their minds to the study of its theories ; in order to raise it
to a science.
The Talmud rarely offers any remarks on grammar . In
treatise Yebamothf ( . 13) we meet with an explanation regarding the
use of the letter n at the end of words, as a substitute for the b at
the beginning of a word. The book Yetzirah, contains the division
of the letters of the alphabet in five classes, namely, guttural , labial,
lingual, palatal , dental.
II.
The Hebrew grammar was modelled by its first authors , after
the manner of the Arabic. Still, Hebrew grammarians , independent
of the help which they may have derived from the learning of the
Arabs, could follow the clear and admirably straight path , which
the punctuators had opened , to arrive at the knowledge of the laws
of the language . Without the punctuation , to construct the gram¬
mar of a language , already out of use during several centuries,
would have been impossible . The zeal, accuracy , and high ability
of the punctuators made the task possible and easy.
True , some among the learned have held that the punctuators
also imitated the Arabs ; but as the latter have only three vocalsigns, whereas the Jews have twelve (including the semi-vowels) to
say that our grammarians copied the Arabs could simply mean, at
the very utmost , that the example of the Arabs may have awakened
in the mind of some of the learned among us the thought of inven¬
ting signs to represent vowels, not that they borrowed anything from
the Arabs in their construction of vocal-signs.

IO

However, other reasons show it to be still more unlikely that
the idea of instituting vowel-points was suggested to the Jews by
the Arabs . The vowels among the Arabs are less ancient than the
Mohammedan era, hence, they could not have been invented before
the middle of the seventh century of the Christian era. On the
other hand , everything leads to the belief that Hebrew punctuation
is not any later than the fifth century ; the time in which the Talmud
was committed to writing . For it is well-known, in what pro¬
found authority the Talmud is held among Jews ; yet, the punctua¬
tion, as it will be shown further on, is more than once in open
contradiction with it. Such a thing , the punctuators would not
have dared to do, if they had lived some centuries after the com¬
pilation of the Talmud ; that is, after its authority had been univer¬
sally established . Had the punctuators ventured to contradict the
Talmud , their work would certainly have failed to receive the
universal acceptance it obtained , secured with a degree of venera¬
tion , almost superior to that enjoyed by the Talmud itself.
III.
This consideration induces me to believe that the same Baby¬
lonian sages, called Saburaim, who , towards the fifth century,
fearing that the oral Law might fall into oblivion, or be tampered
with, determined to put it into writing and who for the first time
laid down Mishnah and Talmud , which had heretofore been
entrusted to the memory of the students, * they themselves , I say,
resolved to fix likewise the reading of the sacred text . For such a
purpose they charged with that undertaking several among the
learned , who particularly devoted themselves to Bible studies , and
were styled Karaim,
Their endeavors , sanctioned by the same authoritative
Saburaic sages, would be accepted with respect , and religiously
venerated , not any less than the oral Law which came down in
writing from the same source. Let none dispute my views by
quoting Elias Levita , the first to controvert the idea of the high
antiquity of Hebrew vowel-signs, followed by the most respectable
Orientalists ; but who, nevertheless , contends that the punctuators
* This idea firmly held by Luzzatto —supported by the authority of Rashi and defended in
many of his own writings —is opposed by others , who believe that Judah the Prince himself,
wrote the Mishnah.

Palestinians and
arose from Tiberias, and that therefore they were
in his JBinian
Anau,
not Babylonians or Persians. Solomon Cohen

arisen in
Shelomoh, shows that the punctuators could not have
the Jews
that
grammarians
Tiberias, for we learn from the ancient
well as
as
just
“i—
letter
the
to
of Tiberias gave two distinct sounds
author
the
of
statement
the
to
*733 —comformably
to the six letters 0253
, tells
Palestinian
apparently
been
of the book Yetzirah, who, having
sound,
double
a
possess
which
us also “ there are seven letters
namely, ,n,o,2),3,T,3,3”—a system contrary to the pronunciation
adopted by the punctuators.
Noticing moreover that great and authoritative Academies
whereas
lasted in Babylon until the year 1000 of the common era,
that
argue
,1
400
year
the
towards
end
an
to
in Palestine they came
that
the punctuators must have been Babylonians. Even supposing
times, some
there may have lived in Palestine, after Talmudical
have enjoyed so
men capable of such a work, they would never
to adopt the read¬
much credit and authority, as to induce all Israel
punctuation they
ing of the sacred text exclusively, according to the
on the contrary»
had adopted. But to the Saburaim that result was,
. The
unlimited
very easy, since their authority among Israel was
heavy
a
simply
was
work
Massorztes, on the other hand, whose
Baby¬
than
rather
,
drudgery, seemed to me to have been Palestinians
lonians.
IV.
So judging , it will not be hard to understand why the schisma¬
texts of the
tic Jews, called “Caraites,” have adopted the punctuated
on by Anen
brought
,
schism
the
of
Rabbinists. At the breaking out
centuries
two
750,
year
the
(or Anan) who lived in Babylon towards
punctua¬
undergone
had
text
had already elapsed since the sacred
a cloud.
with
as
over
shadowed
tion, so that its origin was already
from
emanated
signs
vocal
the
that
The Caraites may have believed
—an
language
the
with
coeval
even
a remote antiquity, or were
the vowelimpression which they would not have entertained , if
before.
years
few
a
only
points had been invented
V.
-points
Instead of admitting that the idea of composing vowel
believe,
I
,
Arabs
the
of
was suggested to the Jews by the example
followed
like Jahn, in his Hebrew grammar (p. 19), that the Jews
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the example of the Syrians. To this conclusion I am
led by a) the
figure and name of some singing accents , namely Zakefih in
Hebrew
(2 ) and Zekopho in SyriacQ ) ; b) by the figure and
name of the semi¬
vowel called Sheva in Hebrew , and Shevajo in Syriac ;
c) by the
figure and value of the Tzer6 in Hebrew , and the Revosso
in Syriac
O )- Nay, the Hebrew Tzeri seems to me to have
even analogy
with Revosso of the Syrians, because the word Tzere ,
which does
not present any satisfactory etymology, might well be
changed for
Sher6, namely , “ lain down,” “reclining, ” equivalent
almost to
Rebatza,lying
“
down. ”
I did not mention the analogy between Petacha of
the Syrians
with Pathach of the Hebrews , because the Arabs also
gave to their
A the analogical name of Pattecha.
VI.
It will be said : The Hebrew punctuation cannot go far
back to
the year 500, since Syriac punctuation , according to the
agreement
of all scholars, was invented by Jacob of Edessa ,
who, as Assemani
tells us in his Bibliotheca Orentialis Vol
(
. I.„ p. 468), died in 710.
In fact, Jahn in his grammar (p. 443) asserts that
Hebrew vowels
can by no means be older than the eighth century . I
discovered
this general agreement as to the authorship of the five
Syriac vowelpoints by Jacob Edessene ill-founded . Assemani, after
having
quoted the passage in Abulfaragius in which it is stated
that Jacob
of Edessa had declined the proposition of a certain
Paul of Antioch
to complete the Syriac alphabet , by adding such
letters as were
wanting , goes on to say (p. 478) that the same Jacob sent him
seven
new figures intended to express the vowels; the figures of
which, he
states , are in the possession of Abulfaragius . Now, if the
vowels,
invented by Jacob Edessene were identical with those in
common
use among the Syrians, would Assemani have invited his
readers to
go and look for them in the unedited work of BarHebreo (as Abul¬
faragius is named)? To this reflection we may add the
discrepancy
in the number ; since the Syrians did not possess
seven vowels, but
five, or, according to some ancient grammarians , six,
and although
learned persons among the Syrians recognized seven distinct
sounds,
we find no remains of seven different signs or
points . All this

i3

were
suggested the thought that the five vowel-poiuts of the Syrians
other
conceived
invented before Jacob of Edessa , who must have
it the
figures , unknown to us, numbering seven. And I consider
is
what
than
older
more likely that the Syriac punctuation was
his
in
that
us
informs
generally believed , because St. Epiphanius
in
days, namely, before the year 400, many persons took pleasure
Assemani
and
,
Syrians
the
of
studying the language and literature
tells us that the Syrians had in Edessa —a city in Mesopotamia—
towns
several schools, to which pagan Persians from neighboring
must
vowels
of
want
the
Now,
.
went to study the Syriac language
taught
who
teachers
the
by
schools
those
have been keenly felt in
of that
Syriac to strangers , from whom the practical knowledge
Semitic
as
long
so
felt,
slightly
only
want
—a
language was hidden
, learned
languages were cultivated , by those who, from their infancy
of the
to speak them. I then concede the probability of the priority
and
Syriac punctuation . Some of the numerous Jews in Persia
Pumbe,
&
Mesopotamia , where the Academies of Sur &, Neharde
, if not
dith &, etc., flourished , may have frequented the Syriac schools
noticed
having
in the capacity of pupils , at least as listeners ; and
idea of
the usefulness of the punctuation , may have conceived the
of
pronunciation
the
inventing one apt to preserve in its integrity
the sacred text.
VII.
Let not the great complexity of the Hebrew punctuation
should
occasion surprise ; let it not render it incredible , that the work
modern
several
as
,
suppose
to
one
lead
have issued at one time, and
of the
writers do suppose , that after having invented , in imitation
little,
by
little
were,
these
signs,
vocal
few
a
Arabs or of the Syrians ,
No,
.
formed
was
system
complicated
increased until the present
scrupulous¬
extreme
the
consider
we
the surprise will cease when
belonging
ness with which the ancient sages attended to everything
on
determinedly
thoughts
their
bent
who
to our religion . They
more
greatly
minutiae relative to divine precepts , must have cared
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the Talmudists , great honor was paid to him who bore the
appella¬
tion of Kara , Karal or Karol , a term of which the Talmud
gives
the following definition : “he reads the Law, the Prophets
and the
Hagiographa with accuracy .” Rabbi Jochanan . at the end of treatise
Meghillah, condemns whoever reads the Scriptures without a sort of
chant , and from another Talmudical passage in Chaghigah,
it
appears that , already in the time of the Talmudists , a certain
num¬
ber of accents , more or less distinct , were in use for
chanting—
accents somewhat similar to the system of the accents which
the
punctuators did afterwards commit to writing. From all of this, it
becomes manifest that , even before the time of the punctuators ,
the
study of the wording and the chanting of Holy Writ , far from
being
neglected by the rabbis , was cultivated with zeal and care. Hence,
all vowel-points and all accents must be supposed as
having been
the object of scrupulous teaching , long before the time of the
punc¬
tuators , who only invented the signs, to lay down in writing
the
system of vocalization and accentuation , orally in use already.
VIII.
In like manner as in the lapse of ages emigration and
perse¬
cution gave room to several doubts and controversies on
other
parts of the oral tradition , so some uncertainty arose concerning
the
construction of single Scriptural texts . Thus we see in the Talmud
treatise Kiddushin f ( . 30), that the Palestinians divided our
ninth
verse of the nineteenth chapter of Exodus into three ; so,
likewise,
that Rabbi Ishmael read in the Book of Canticles Dodalch.
instead
of Dodechaj that a discussion was held in Chaghigahf ( .
6) as
regards the relation of several words in the same text , with the
mere
object of knowing with what accents those words were to be
chanted,
and that five texts , and , according to others , six, are
considered
ambiguous, preventing us from determining the right accentuation.
Now, in this and similar disputed passages the punctuators
decided
according to their best mode of reasoning , which was clear and
sagacious. For instance , in Ecclesiastes ii. 2 they punctuated the
word Meholal, although the Talmud punctuated it Mehullal (
having
the very opposite meaning ). In Exodus xxx. 23 the
punctuators
adopted the interpretation given it in the Jerusalem Talmud
against
that of the Babylonian . On the contrary , they joined the last
word of
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the ninth verse of Obadiah with the same, while the Jerusalem Tal¬
mud (Peah , chap. 1) unites it with the tenth verse ; and in Exodus , xix
9 they took no notice of the Palestinian custom , which divided the
sentence into three parts . Often they ignored the opinion of the
Chaldaic paraphrase , both regarding the vowel points and the
singing accents. However, in some cases the punctuators have
deliberately disregarded the natural sense of the sacred text , with
the object of modifying certain bold metaphors which people might
have misunderstood and felt shocked at. That prudent method,
very much in vogue among Chaldean paraphrasts , as I have exten¬
sively demonstrated in my Oheb Ger* respecting Onkelos , was
adopted , but very sparingly , by the punctuators , as may be seen in
my commentaries to Exodus xx, 2- 20, in Isaiah i. 12, 13 and vi. 2,
Jeremiah xv. 18, Ezekiel xl. 5. Let the reader observe what I wrote
on Isaiah xl. 5 in the extracts of my comment, published by the
very celebrated Rosenmuller at the head of his Scholia, on that
Prophet .f
IX.
Posterior to the punctuators , and anterior or coeval to the first
grammarians , were the celebrated Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali , of
whom we have various different readings , printed , rather carelessly,
at the end of some Bible, with rabbinical comments ; diversities of
little moment, and which regard the punctuation of some words.
David Kimchi, in his comment to the Book of Judges , vi. 19, makes
(
mention of a writing called Mechabereth Ben Ashercomposition
of Ben Asher), in which the word p 'Hftnl is pointed with two
Bomberg Bible, printed in 1517, contains at the
Xametzim. The
end a very short treatise on the accents attributed to Ben Asher.
The writing is rhythmic prose, obscure , not easily understood . It
is followed by several other observations pertaining to grammar and
to the Massora, which may be the same as quoted by Kimchi —I
mean in part , for we do not meet there the passage as quoted by
Kimchi.
* The Oheb Gerypublished by Luzzatto in 1830, has lately been enlarged upon with notes
which the author left behind.
f In later years, Luzzatto published his excellent Hebrew Comment and elegant Italian
translationof the entire Book of Isaiah.
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X.
Probably posterior to Ben Asher and Ben Naphtali are the
Massorites, who, with extreme diligence but not with equal intel¬
lectual depth , took notice of grammatical and orthographical irreg¬
ularities in Holy Writ touching the letters , the vowels and the
accents, scrupulously noticing each anomaly , but without searching
into the motive.
XI.
The first writers on Hebrew grammar were the following:—
Saadia Gaon of Egypt , who died in 942 of the common era. To
him Abraham Aben Ezra, in the beginning of his book Mozena'im,
attributes three grammatical compositions : Sep her Ha -Iggaron in
Hebrew ; Sepher LashonYbrith and Sepher Tzachoth in Arabic. Rashi
in his exposition of Psalm xlv., mentioned a work by Saadia, entitled
Nikkud punctuation
(
). We cannot tell whether that was identical
with any of the three alluded to by Aben Ezra ; also an anonymous
author from Jerusalem who, according to Aben Ezra , wrote eight
works on grammar , now lost ; Adonim Ben Tamim, a Babylonian
author of a writing , which the same Aben Ezra describes as having
been a mixture of Hebrew and Arabic , likewise lost ; Adonim Levita
of Pez , of whose writings we do not know even the names. He is
highly spoken of by Aben Ezra in his Saphah Berurahj Judah
Chayug, who lived about the year 1,000, of whom more will be said
hereafter ; Samuel Ben Chofni Gaon who died in 1034; Hai Gaon,
who died in 1038, author of the book a^ Xe^ Measseph, which is
lost ; Samuel Naghid , (Aben Nagrela )^ who died in 1055, pupil of
Chayug, author of Sepher Ha -Osher, which has been lost. It is
greatly praised by Aben Ezra , who in the beginning of his Itesod
Mordi attributes to Samuel Naghid twenty-two grammatical works;
Solomon Ben Gabirol, a Spaniard and celebrated poet, who died in
1070, author of a grammatical poem in four hundred lines of versi¬
fication, ninety-seven of which are preserved in the Imperial Library
at Vienna , with a preface from the lexicon of Solomon Parchon—
reading the seventeenth verse of those lines, we infer that Gabirol
wrote his grammatical work in the nineteenth year of his age ; Yonah
Aben Giannach , of whom I shall speak more at length later on. A
profound grammarian , as demonstrably shown in all his commen
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taries on Holy Writ , was Rabbi Solomon (Rashi )—named also
(erroneously ) Yarchi, —who died in 1105. It would seem never¬
theless that he had not read Chayug . Like Rashi , so were his two
grandsons , Samuel (Rashbam ) and Jacob (Rabbenu Tam), great
grammarians . The former proves it in his comment on the Penta¬
teuch ; the latter in a poem containing the rules of the singing
accents.
XII.
Judah Chayug of Fez—called Abba Zachariah —though pre¬
ceded by several grammarians , is, with reason, considered the father
of Hebrew grammar , because having elevated it into a science , he
taught that Hebrew roots are triliteral , while grammarians and
lexicographers that had preceded him regarded verbs with quies¬
cent letters or defective verbs as biliteral —a circumstance which
enshrouded the oldest grammars and lexicons , and at times the
commentaries of the oldest expositors , in obscurity and confusion;
while it disfigured likewise some of the poetical productions among
the most renowned in those days.
Chayug developed his theory in two works, one concerning
verbs with quiescent letters , the other on verbs having two letters
alike. He called the first Sepher Othiyoth Ha -Sether Ve-HammeSepher Ha -Noach ,
shech, or Sepher Othiyoth Ha -Noach, or simply
second he called Baalb Ha -Kephel.
or Baal & Ha -Riphion. The
The first has forty-six double octavo pages, and is divided into three
sections , the first of which, after having given in general prelimin¬
ary notions on quiescent letters , dwells on verbs , whose first radical
letter may become quiescent (silent ); the second section explains
verbs whose radical letter is quiescent , and in the third section of
verbs whose third radical letter is quiescent . The other grammat¬
ical work by Chayug consists of only ten double pages, and explains
wrote
the character of verbs having two radical letters alike. Chayug
the
in
found
is
—which
Rikchah
also Sepher Ha -Nikkud , Sepher Ha
form¬
He
.
syntax
the
to
reference
Bodleian library , and which has
ulated , moreover , a lexicon. Chayug , who wrote in Arabic had, as
a translator in Hebrew , a great grammarian and commentator,
Moses Cohen Gikatilia , who, according to Aben Ezra , composed a
grammatical volume entitled 11 ZecharimU-Nekeboth." That tran §-

lator added two annotations of his own at the end of the treatise
on verbs with two letters alike, in which he expressed his dissent
about some of Chayug’s definitions.
XIII.
Those who usefully followed the system of Chayug ’s Science of
Grammar were Yonah Aben Giannach , named Abulvalid Mervan,
or Merinos, a physician at Cordova , who, as Eben Ezra reports in
the beginning of his Yesod-Morh,, wrote ten works on grammar , and
of whom there exists at Paris and Oxford a lexicon entitled Sepher
Ha -Rikmah* in which, now and then , he finds £aul^,wit^hChayug^
J who was defended by Samuel Naghid , as Parchonjnentions in the
preface to his own lexicon; also Judah Ben Bileam, author of Taamk
Ha -Mikra, translated in Latin , original and translation having come
forth in the eleventh century ; Aben Ezra , a Spaniard , author of
Sepher Tsachoth, of Mozen6 Leshon Ha -Kodesh, of Saphah Berurah
and Sephath Yether, and who lived in the middle of the twelfth
century ; Joseph Kimchi of Narbonne , author of Sepher Ha -Zikkaron,
and who flourished in the half of the twelfth century , with his two
sons, Moses and David . Moses gave us a brief compendium of
grammar , called Mahalakh SffibilS Ha -Daath , and likewise a book
bearing the name of Ha - Tachbosheth, which has been lost. Balmes,
in his Mikne Abram, attributes to him the unedited Sechel Tob, but
Reuchlin , who possessed the manuscript , attributed it to a certain
Moses Zeyag. This work exists in the public library of Durlach in
the Grand duchy of Baden ^bequeathed by the same Reuchlin.
About that time there lived another Moses who wrote in Arabic
Horayath Ha -Kori, translated in Hebrew by Menachem Ben
Nethanel , and perhaps also Rabbi Elkanah , author of a key to the
Hebrew grammar , Maphteach Ha -Dikduk.
XIV.
David Kimchi, having written his Mikhlol on grammar , and his
Sepher Ha -Sharashim on lexicography , with more clearness and
better method than any of his predecessors , eclipsed them all. That
was the principal cause of the loss, or little knowledge left, of the
works of other authors , and , likewise of their having remained
* It has been published.

untranslated .from the Arabic . We may lament that circumstance
because many among the ancients surpassed Kimchi in depth and
critical acumen , particularly Aben Giannach . The reputation of
Kimchi was also the cause of the loss or non-publication of the
grammatical writings of two learned men who objected to his
works, namely, Samuel Ben Venasti towards the year 1300, and of
Prifort (Peripot or Profiat ) Duran , known as Ephodi, who wrote a
valuable grammar called Maas 6 Ephod. In it, he was the first to
explain that the original character of the Nipkal is reflective rather
than passive, a fact discovered and supported in our days by Ewald.
The grammar of the Ephodi was translated into Latin by Pagnini,
but it was left inedited .* Kimchi was defended against the
attacks of the Ephodi by a certain Elisha son of Abram , in a writ¬
ing entitled Maghen David. A certain Shabbathai , a German,
defended Kimchi against the unfavorable remarks of Elias Levita,
but that pamphlet also remained unprinted . A most striking fact
in the life of Kimchi, is that related by himself at the end of his
lexicon . His main occupation was to teach young children Talmud.
That unfortunate circumstance —an evidence of the misery of the
time and place in which our grammarian and very celebrated
commentator lived—is the strongest ^apology for any shortcoming.
David Kimchi is also the author of Et Sopher, ineditecM^ and per¬
haps lost, mentioned by Elias Levita and by Lonzano, —a Massoretic work. Balmes attributes to Kimchi also an anonymous
work known by the name of Pethach Debaral , from the words
with which it begins.
XV.
of the rules of punctuation
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who is cited in the margin of some manuscripts of the Bible. Else¬
where, perhaps inadvertently , Elias Levita calls him Moses Nakdan,
and so he is commonly quoted . I retain for him the appellation
“ Chazan, ” which in modern usage signifies a Cantor , a synagogal
reader of the Pentateuch.
* It has been published,
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XVI.
Germany produced several grammarians , each bearing the
appellation of “ Nakdan .” Such was Rabbi Samuel Nakdan , quoted
by the aforenamed Rabbi Moses. Such was, also Samson Nakdan,
author of Chibbur Ha -Konim or Shimshoni, and of a key to the
grammar Maphteach Ha -Dikduk ; such was also Yekuthiel Cohen
son of Judah , called Zalman Nakdan . He is the author of En -Ra
Xor 6, containing grammatical notes on the Pentateuch ; a work
published by Heidenheim in the Pentateuch , which he edited under
the title of Chomash Meor Enaim.
XVII.
After Kimchi’s, grammatical works (besides the already cited
of Ben Venasti andEphodi ), issued from the pens of the celebrated
Immanuel of Rome, author of Eben Bochan, also from Meir son of
David, praised as an excellent grammarian by Ephodi , author of a
lost work called Hassagath Ra - Hassagah, against Yonah Aben
Giannach ; from Joseph Chazanof Troyes , author of a grammatical
volume named Sepher Yedidoth, now lost, but cited in Minchath
Yehudah on the Pentateuch ; from Joseph Caspi, who towards the
year 1300 commented Aben Giannach ( a comment now lost) and
who wrote a good dictionary named Sharsheroth Keseph, existing in
Rome and Paris , and a few lines of which can be read in Wolf’s
Hebrew Library ; from Solomon Yarchi of Lunel , author of a short
abridgment , bearing the title of Leshon Limmudim. That
author
was the first to fix the seven conjugations , Binianim ; from Joseph
Zarka , who in the year 1492 composed Rab -Pealim\ from Messer
Leon , Rabbi of Mantua , who 1454 wrote Libnath Ha -Sappir of 160
double octavo pages—a work learned and well illustrated ; from
David Aben Yachia of Lisbon , who died in 1465, author of a
book also called Leshon Limmudim, printed at Constantinople in
1506 and 1542, and at Pesaro , without mentioning the year ; from
Moses Ben Chabib also of Lisbon , author of Perach Shoshan, cited
by Balmes, and of Marpi Lashon and Darkhe Noam, printed at
Venice in 1546, from Solomon Almoli, author of the book Ralikhoth
Shebd, printed at Constantinople in 1519; from Abram De Balmes
of Lecci in the kingdom of Naples,—a physician who, at the request
of the renowned printer Daniel Bomberg, wrote Mikn 6 Abram in
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Hebrew and Latin , first published at Venice in 1525, and again in
Hanau in 1594—-a work full of erudition and sound criticism . As
the writer died before his having finished his undertaking , a certain
Kalonimos , son of David, completed it, as well as the Latin trans¬
lation ; Menachem Tamar , as IJartolocci tells us, composed a
grammar called Rash6 Besamim. The celebrated Caraite commen¬
tator , Aaron son of Joseph , known as Ha -Rishon, namely “ the
first," wrote in 1300 a short grammar under the title of Kelil Yophi,
printed at Constantinople in 1581. In the catalogue of the Caraitish library called Horach Zaddikim, printed at Vienna in 1830, the
following grammars are found enumerated : Chanoch La -N &ar and
Rakh Va-tob, both by a certain Solomon Troki ; Kelalim Yaphim
Al-Ha -Dikduk, by Mordechai , author of Dod Mordekhai and Porath
Yoseph, by a certain Joseph.
XVIII.
In high reputation , beyond all grammarians who succeeded
Kimchi, stands Elias Levita , born in 1472 at Neustadt , near Nurem¬
berg , and who died at Venice in 1549. He taught Hebrew at Rome
to Cardinal Egidio , of Viterbo , by whom he was supported during
thirteen years. He wrote many grammatical works, which, after¬
wards, were largely translated into Latin , and nearly all went
through the press several times, He illustrated the work above
cited of Moses Kimchi, wrote Sepher Ha -Bachur , a short grammar,
Sepher Ha -Harkabah , an alphabetical treatise on irregular words,
Tub Taam on the singing accents ; Massoreth Ha -Massoreth, a key
to the Massora—a work superior to all others, in originality,
whether viewed as a learned and clear exposition of the language
and method of the Massorites , or whether we consider the criticism
contained in the third preface , in which Elias Levita was the first
to contend that the sacred text did not have any punctuation befpre the year 500 of the common era ; Perek Shirah or Pirk&
Elijahu , thirteen chapters in rhythmical prose, containing the first
rules of grammar , followed by three chapters in plain prose : Sepher
Ha -Zikhronoth —Massoretic remarks —a work in manuscript pre¬
served at Paris , where the author sent it to be printed . Nimukim,
notes on the Mikhlol and Sepher Ha -Sharashim of David Kimchi.
Besides those grammatical works, Elias Levita wrote Shemoth Debarimp. small vocabulary in Juedisch -Deutsch ; also Tishbi^ containing
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$ explanationjon seven hundred and twelve Rabbinical words —the
numerical value of the name Tishbi —and finally Methurgheman t a
dictionary on the Targumim. The
fame of that writer is princi¬
pally due to his clear diction and terseness , just like Kimchi, whose
method he copied . It is for that reason that non-Jewish grammari¬
ans are followers of Kimchi and of Levita . It is for that reason that
Münster , in the preface to one of his grammars , blames Balmes as
the .perpetual opponent of the ancients . In fact, Balmes is not a
blind adherent of Kimchi, nor is his work fit for beginners , who need
a positive rather than a critical tuition . Sure it is, that the exceed¬
ing deference paid to David Kimchi and Elias Levita has retarded,
not a little, the progress of the science of Hebrew grammar , and it
has also given occasion to the invention of erroneous systems, such
as that of Alting and Dantz , while the exceeding credit given to
Elias Levita —as in the case of Kimchi —was the cause of many
valuable works having been lost, or having remained unprinted.
On the contrary , Balmes has the merit of having preserved for us
many fragments of inedited grammars.
XIX.
Until nearly the year 1500 the Hebrew grammar occupied the
attention , almost exclusively, of the Jewish people. At the begin¬
ning of the sixteenth century , it commenced to be cultivated by
Christians , Johann Reuchlin, called in Greek Capnion, learned
Hebrew from two Jews, first in Germany from Jacob Yehiel Loans,
a physician at the Royal Court , bearing the title of Chevalier;
afterwards at Rome, from the celebrated physician , philosopher and
theologian , Obadiah Sforno. He published at Pforzheim in 1506 a
lexicon and a short grammar under the title of Rudimenta Hebraica.
It was published again at Basle in 1537 with additions by Münster.
That work was the main source whence Christians , who cultivated
the knowledge of Hebrew, drew. Reuchlin published besides, in
1518, a treatise De Accentibus et Orthographia Linguae Hebraicce.
The schism, which broke out in Germany in 1517, strongly favored
Hebrew studies among Christians , for both sides needed to have
recourse to the original text of the Holy Scripture . Luther wrote
that he would not part with the knowledge that he had obtained —
to whatever degree —of the Hebrew language , for millions. Theo-
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logical studies having been thus introduced among Catholics and
Protestants , the learning of Hebrew and the composition of Hebrew
grammars multiplied rapidly.
XX.
During a whole century Christian grammarians did nothing but
copy Jewish grammarians , and set in better order ancient teachings.
(In this paragraph Luzzatto mentions twenty authors belonging to
the Christian church , who largely wrote on the Hebrew grammar
in Latin . The most noted and prolific writer was Sebastian Mün¬
ster , Professor at Heidelberg , then at Basle, who composed his
Horologiographia and a voluminous Cosmographia —being principally
Latin versions of Hebrew works. )*
XXI.
In the first half of the seventeenth century , Christian gram¬
marians commenced gradually to add new remarks to , and throw
some newer light on the works of ancient Jews, and to profit par¬
ticularly from languages kindred to the Hebrew . Johann Buxtorf , Professor at Basle, who died in 1629, after having published
his Epitome Grammatical Hebraic a in 1605, gave out in 1609 his
Thefkurus Grammaticus Lingua Sancta, which was at that time the
most methodical and complete work of the kind. (In this para¬
graph Luzzatto makes mention again of a number of Christians
who wrote Hebrew grammars , of whom the most renowned , per¬
haps, is Ludwig De Dieu, that drew philological comparisons
between Hebrew , Aramaic and Syriac .)
XXII.
Finally , in the middle of the seventeenth century , the Hoblander , Jacob Alting , in order to satisfy his pupils, who asked him
the reason for certain grammatical phenomena , placed himself at
the head of a new school that dived deeply to discover the founda¬
tion and causes of vowel changes so frequent in the Hebrew
grammar , and , conceiving a (queer ) hypothesis , gave out his Sistema
Dellemore, according to which he explained vowel changes , with
more ingenuity than truthfulness . He expounded the same new
It has been published.
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theory in the work Fundamenta Punctationis Lingua Sanctce.
Alting ’s system, followed for a long time in Holland , was trans¬
ferred by Dantz , with some slight alterations , to Germany, where it
also prevailed for a lengthy period . Altin’g ’s system was likewise
slightly modified by Raadt , who, with mathematical method,
explained it in a pamphlet entitled Hoc est de punctationis Hebraicce,
natura commentarius, published at Leyden in 1671.
XXIII.
In 1^ 66, Mathias Wasmuth published at Kilon his Grammati¬
hebraa nova ac singulari facilitate, 50 regulis omnia et singula
compendiose simul et absolutissime complexa. Before that , in 1664, he
wrote his Institutio methodica accentuationis hebrcece regulis 15.
Both productions are valuable , though the announcement in the
title page that the number of rules would be small is illusory ; for
those works are neither short nor less complicated than others of
the same character . In laying down the laws of accentuation,
Wasmuth improved the method , as in the Catena of Ledebuhrius,
and added some remarks of his own, but without removing all the
errors . The work of Wasmuth was made clearer —though not cor¬
rected —by Philip Ouseel, who published in 1714- 15 at Leyden , two
works, viz., Introductio in accentuationem hebrceorum metricam et
Prosaam, Wasmuth ’s grammar was abridged by Reineccio, author
also of two lexicons, Hebrew and Chaldaic. Johann Leusden is
the author of a synopsis hebraica et Chaldaica, printed at Utrecht in
1667. Christophorus Cellarius composed a grammar on synoptic
tables, which would teach the Hebrew language in twenty -four
hours . (!!) The Frenchman , Jouan Pouget , gave out a Hebrew
grammar and a lexicon; Pierre Guarin , also French , is the author
of a Hebrew and Chaldaic grammar , in which an extensive syntax,
as well as a Hebrew and a Chaldeo-Biblical dictionary , are
contained.
cal
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The aforenamed Dantz , a very learned Orientalist , author of
several works on Hebrew literature , composed in 1696 a Hebrew
and Chaldaic grammar , entitled “ Medakdek ” litterator ebralcochaldceus, and a syntax entitled Methurgheman, besides an abridg¬
ment of a Hebrew -Chaldaic grammar , which has been repeatedly
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brought from the press. That man, exceedingly inventive, dissemi¬
nated through his grammatical writings the knowledge of novel
explanations and derivations , ingenious, but of little sense, and at
times puerile and pedantic . Such a system, more ingenious than
sensible, called by Schultens via hebraizandi metaphysica, was
followed by Valentine Ernest Loscher , Matthew Hiller , Friederich
Christian Koch , the brothers Tympes , and it was carried beyond all
bounds by Gaspar Neumann , who pretended that every letter of
the Hebrew alphabet carries with it a significant meaning—for
cube,” etc.,
“
instance, Aleph signifies “ activity , motion ;” Beth,The
etc.
XXV.
The Hollander , Albert Schultens , who died in 1750, arose
against such blunders , and by that he did the Hebrew grammar
good service. But as it often happens that men, instead of taking
a middle course, will run from one extreme to the other , so Schul¬
tens, shunning an irrational course , adopted a method little less
faulty—nay, more dangerous , because , opposing other men’s arbi¬
trary method , it bears the semblance of truth . Very learned in
Arabic literature , he imagined that by the aid of it he could make
clear everything in the Hebrew language . Already Judah Ben
Karish , Yonah Aben Giannach , Aben Ezra and other ancient Jews,
as well as some erudite Christians , had felicitously used the Arabic
to explain words not very obviously understood in Holy Writ. But
Schultens , and after him D. Michaelis, ventured beyond the proper,
limits, altering unnecessarily the meaning of the commonest wordsand deserving , therefore , the censure of distinguished modern Ori¬
entalists . Besides that , Arabic derivations were formerly restricted
in their applications to lexicography —that is, to the explanation of
certain doubtful words. Schultens extended them to the grammatical
department . After other works, he published in 1737, at Leyden , his
Institutiones ad fundamenta lingua hebraica, subsequently abridged
and put in better shape by Nicholas Wilhelm Schroder , Professor
at Groningen , who died in 1798, and who in 1776 published a
grammar with the same title as that of Schultens , as in the same
year David Kocher published his own under a similar appellation.
Schultens , with that self-confidence apt to mislead a great
many, pretended , as some of the above-tqentioneh Germans , though
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in a very different manner , to be able to explain all the phenomena
in the Hebraic forms by analogy with the Arabic—that is, to give
reason for everything and remove all irregularities . Three were
the expedients which he adopted . The first is that the Hebrew
language has many forms which do not present themselves in the
Scriptures , except rarely and as anomalies, but which forms are
much in use in the Arabic language . That method is very uncer¬
tain, inasmuch as the Arabic, being more modern than the Hebrew,
must have been modified and enriched after Biblical times, and
have adopted various forms anciently unknown. The second
expedient is to alter the natural sense of words, doing open violence
to the context and to good sense. The .third expedient , the quick¬
est, is to state that a living language cares little for rules. This is
partly true , and for that very reason ancient grammarians , whom
Schultens ill-uses, admitted that in the sacred text various anomalies
exist. More sincere than the Dutch grammarian , Jews do not know
the art of beginning with the boast of possessing the ability to
eliminate all irregularities , and ending with the assertion that living
languages care little for rules. Non fumum ex fulgore , sed ex fumo
dare lucent was their notion.
That very learned but not equally philosophic and critical
Orientalist could not free himself from some erroneous opinions of
his predecessors , as for instance , about the system of Jacob Alting,
called Morej about the derivation of all nouns and particles from
verbs, to which he has added of his own the theory of Segholate forms.
The first has nearly fallen into disuse ; the second attacked by
Aurivillius and by Jahn and abandoned by Gesenius, has partially,
if not entirely, lost its influence. The third has yet a ruling power,
and was formally accepted and taught by me. It is its improbabil¬
ity that led me to the path of researches , which gradually brought
on the discovery of new principles regarding the primitive Hebrew.
XXYI.
In the same eighteenth century , the German school at Halle,
in Prussia , distinguished itself by reckoning as its own a Christian
Benedict Michaelis, who died in 1764; a Jahn Simonis, who died in
1768, a Jahn David Michaelis, son of the above Christian Benedict,
who was born in 1777 at Halle , and died at Gottingen 1791, and
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who introduced the Schultens system in Germany ; a Gottlieb Chris¬

tian Storr , who died at Stuttgart in 1804; a Wilhelm Francis Hezel;
a Jahn Severin Vater —the first to arrange Hebrew nouns in
declensions, after the manner of Greek and Latin grammars , and
finally the still living Wilhelm Gesenius, * whose Lehrgebäude der
Hebräischen Sprache, published at Halle in 1817, exceeds by far in
every respect the grammars of his predecessors . In 1834, he
published the eleventh edition of his smaller grammar , Hebräische
Grammatik. With the grammar was joined a Biblical anthology,
Lesebuch, with notes and a glossary , which was also reproduced
many times. He has given us likewise a most valuable lexicon,
Hebrew and Chaldaic , of which four editions are in the German
language , and one in Latin , as well as his Thesaurus Philologicus
criticus, yet incomplete .!
XXVII.
(In this paragraph , Luzzatto makes mention of several gram¬
marians , of whom the most celebrated is Johann Jahn , who, among
his multifarious productions , brought forth a Hebrew grammar , first
in German , then in Latin .)
XXVIII.
George Heinrich August Ewald published at Göttingen in
1826, his Kritische Grammatik der hebräischen Sprache, an original
work, full of new ideas, all ingenious , varied and sensible.
Without having arrived at the discovery of the nature and the
laws of primitive Hebrew , calling , on the contrary , the Aramaic less
ancient than the Hebrew , Ewald divined that the Kametz was not
in many words the original point, but a substitute for the Sheva.
Posterity has to judge about the correctness of the title of
“founder of the Science of the Hebrew Language ” which Ferdinand
Hitzig gave to Ewald in dedicating to him his Uebersetzung und
Auslegung des Propheten Jesaias .
XXIX.
In Italy , during the eighteenth century , several ^Christians
wrote Hebrew grammars , (Luzzatto mentioned them al^ ./The most
* He died in 1842.
f- It was completed from a manuscript left , in 1858.
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renowned is Gian Bernardo De Rossi,* author of the synopsis Tnstitutio Hebraicarum and an introduction to the study of the
Hebrew

language .] In Switzerland, J . E. Cellerier published at Geneva in
1824, elements of the Hebrew grammar . In France , M. Frank,
member of the Asiatic Society of Paris , published a work entitled a
New Method of the Hebrew Language. (Luzzatto speaks of several
in other sections of Europe , who devoted their pens to the same
subject .)
XXX.
The extravagant system of the Frenchman , Francis Masclef,
calls for some remarks . That Canon of Amiens, taught to read
Hebrew words and others of kindred languages , without having
recourse to vowel-signs , by pronouncing always every consonant
with a vowel accompanying it. So, by way of illustration 3 , called
Beth, must invariably sound “be ;” J, called Ghimel, must constantly
sound “ Ghi.” “J, called Daleth , must, without exception , sound
“Da .” The only exclusion to that rule, is when a consonant is
followed by a vowel letter , as he terms
which, accord¬
ing to his notions , stand for a-e-u-e-i and the aspirate ah. The “<?”
does not exist in Hebrew , nor in Chaldaic, nor Syriac ( ! !). This
monstrous system combated against by many, and now consigned
to oblivion, has had sometime followers, because it promises facili¬
ties to the study , by liberating the grammar from the infinite rules
concerning the punctuation . But if that system lends facilities to
the student , it presents instead thousands of difficulties to him who
has studied , by adding homonyms and words of an ambiguous
sense, leaving to the discernment of the reader to determine , for
instance, if the term in
should be read Dabdr , “a word, or thing ;”
Dabber, “speak thou ;” Deber, “pestilence ;” thus mixing up also and
confounding the various conjugations , the different moods, the
different tenses, the different genders , most shockingly . Now; to
cite an example in Chaldaic and Syriac : Those languages express
the act of buying by
Zeban and of selling by >3 ] Zabben. Accor¬
ding to Masclef, “to buy ” and “to sell” can be denoted in terms
precisely alike [ ! !].
* The late famous librarian of the royal library at Parma, author
of a “ Dictionary of
Hebrew Authors.’’
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XXXI.
The Masclef system was reproduced with slight modifications
by Father Giovenale Sacchi, who in a dissertation on Jewish ancient
readings , pretended —differently from Masclef —that in the absence
of any vowel, an Aleph must always be understood , as if it were
there . For instance nri must on all occasions be read Dab &r , no
matter about the sense . That system was opposed by Father Gianbattista Gallicciolli, in a dissertation under the same name as that
of Sacchi.
XXXII.
Among Israelites after the death of Elias Levita , the grammar
remained , during a century , in a stationary condition . The main
cause of which, certainly , was the conquest of Granada and the
expulsion of the Moors and of the Spanish Jews, which followed.
XXXIII.
However, the study of the Hebrew grammar was never totally
abandoned by Israelites . Moses Provenzale , Rabbi of Mantua,
wrote during his youth in 1535, 106 stanzas in rhyme, containing
the first rules of grammar . The pamphlet was printed at Venice in
1597 under the name of Be-Shem-Kadm6n, the two initial words of
the work. David Provenzale , brother of the preceding one, wrote
also a Hebrew grammar inedited , called Migdal David, mentioned
Ben Melech of
by Azariah De Rossi in his Meor Enalm. Solomon
Fez, published at Constantinople in 1554 his Mikhlal Yophi, a
valuable grammatical comment on the Scriptures , drawn principally
from Kimchi ’s works. This composition was printed again at Salonica in 1567, then in Amsterdam in 1661 and 1668, at Vienna in
1818 with annotations from Jacob Abendana.
In 1557 Emanuel , of Benevento, brought from the press at
Mantua , his Li $ ath Chbn, and Rabbi Samuel Archivolti , of Padua,
these writers, if
gave to the pre'ss his Arugath Ha -Bosem. Both
they cannot claim the merit of invention , have that of clearness and
method.
XXXIV.
Jacob Levita traced in 1605, when twenty -three years of age,
a compendium of grammar , which he termed Dibrb Agur.
In 1618, Rabbi Menachem de Lonzano , from the Levant , pub -

lished at Venice his Shette Yadoth, a volume comprising several
pamphlets , among others Or Torah, the first in order , and Halichoth Shebd, showing him a good grammarian and a sound critic.
The celebrated Menasseh Ben Israel wrote in his youth a
grammar with the title of Saphah-Berurah , left inedited . Abram,
son of Raphael , wrote a grammar entitled Kinian Abraham, printed
at Prague in 1623. Solomon Yedidjah Norzi of Mantua finished
in 1626 his Godbr P &retz, printed at Mantua in 1742 by the title of
Minchat-Sha%.* It contains valuable and instructive annotations,
critical and grammatical , on the whole of Holy Writ . In the
preface , printed at Pisa in 1819, by care of the learned Samuel Vita
Dellavolta of Mantua , the author says that he has made use of sixty
writings on grammar . Norzi added at the end of his work three
dissertations about some questions on punctuation.
Grammatical and exegetical notes on the whole of the Bible
came from Jacob Lombroso in 1639 at Venice , notes ; praised by
Richard Simon.
Benedict Spinoza left among his posthumous works a compen¬
dium of a Hebrew grammar of 112 pages published in Amsterdam
in 1677. It is not wanting in new ideas, as can be seen in Schulten ’s and Koch ’s dissertations . Solomon Oliveyra published in
Portuguese at Amsterdam in 1689 a Hebrew and Chaldaic gram¬
mar and a Hebrew lexicon called Etz Chayim. In 1693, John Lbew
Neumark published at Frankfort on the Main a valuable grammar
called Shoresh Yehudah; in the preface of which he says that he
had written also a treatise on the accents. Rabbi David Altaras,
who died at Venice in 1714, composed a short compendium of a
grammar , repeatedly printed in the Venetian Bibles, and also at
Pisa and Leghorn . In 1718, Alexander Siisskind published at
Gothen , in the Duchy of Anhalt , a grammar by the name of DereMi
Ha .Kodesh, in which a short treatise on the accents , written in
German with Hebrew characters , shows that he made use of the
work of Wasmuth.
XXXV.
Previous to Alting, Isaac , son of Samuel Levi of Posen, pub¬
lished at Prague in 1628, under the title of Siach Itzchak, the first
Shat being th « initials of “ Solomon Yedidjah .”
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reasonably arranged grammar of the Hebrew language . This little
work is divided into text and comment. The text contains , with
great conciseness and precision, the empiric, or historical part of
the grammar , namely, the explanation of the law and phenomena
of the language ; the comment contains the rational and philosophi¬
cal part , namely, it explains the causes of the phenomena. More
systematic and more sensible than Alting, he does not account for
the causes acting on the language , by an arbitrary law in the same
language , but he sees the causes rather in the nature of the human
pronunciation of the language . He wrote also his Berith Ha -Levi
about anomalous words, and another grammatical work called
i .EllehToledoth Jtzchak, He has likewise made some annotations to
KjUiXhe Mikhl($ s >i Kimchi —productions that have all remained inedited,
or were perhaps lost.
f
|

XXXVI.
That erudite grammarian was the precursor among Jews of
another still more distinguished and meritorious . It is Solomon
Cohen Hanau , author of Binian Shelomoh, published at Frankfort
on the Main in 1708; of Shaare Torah in Hamburg in 1718; of
Yesod Ha -Nikkud in Amsterdam in 1730; of Tzohar Ha - Tebah, the
second edition published at Dürenfürth in 1787; of Shaare Zimrah, a
posthumous work at Fürth in 1762; of Shaare 1 'efillah at Dührenfürth
in 1779, and of Kur &Äccabish, to which he joined Koroth Arazim
at Fürth in 1744—writings all rich in remarks and theories entirely
new. He is deserving of credit above all for his Shaare Zimrah ,
in which he throws a very clear light upon the very compli¬
cated laws of the accents , and which he developed with much more
precision and more clearness and brevity than Ledebuhrius , Wasmuth and Ouseel, whose works written in Latin he very probably
did not understand . In the Shaare Tefillah, he freed the formulary
of prayers from many errors occurring in it , through the ignorance
of copyists and editors . That profound grammarian had a supreme
plagiarist in A. Sonnenfeld , a convert to Christianity , who in 1757
published at Vienna a Hebrew grammar in two languages , Latin
and German , called Eben Bochan, in which with great boast he
palmed off as his own several of the new theories of Hanau . The
book Shaare Tefillah was bitterly attacked by Mordechai Düssel¬
dorf in a pamphlet of refutations , Kuntaris Ha -Sagoth, written in
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1758 and printed at Prague in 1784. It was attacked also by Jacob
Amden in h\ s>Luach Eres published in Altoona in 1769, after the
death of Hanau . The theories of Hanau were bitterly combated
against by Reuben Levi in his Änqph_Etz Äboth published at
Fürth in 1774, and again—(^ÖS^ ^ ^ e^tfe^ ^ were controverted
by Aaron Moses of Lemberg in his Ohel Moshi, printed at Zolkiew
in 1765; a grammar clear and concise and containing new ideas.
The last named is also author of a versified compendium entitled
Halakhah Le Moshd, printed at Fürth in 1771. Hanau was, never¬
theless , followed by nearly all his successors among Jewish gram¬
marians of Germany.
XXXVII.
Jacob Bassan, who filled the position of Rabbi among Spanish
Jews, first in Amsterdam , then in Hamburg , published at Nurem¬
berg in 1768, under the fictitious name of Jacob Babani, a pamphlet
called Yashresh Yaacob, containing sensible grammatical observa¬
tions regarding certain faulty readings in the formulary of prayers.
Benjamin Simon Levi, published at London in 1773a grammar
entitled Daath Kedoshim. Rabbi
Solomon of Lemberg is the
author of Shadre Nelmah, printed at Frankfort on the Oder in
1776—a treatise on the singing accents of poetical books.*
XXXVIII.
The great Mendelssohn was the means—through his preface
called Or Linthibah, published at Berlin in 1785, as a preface to
his Pentateuch , named Nethiboth Ha -Shalom —to spread among
modern Jews the light of philosophy on various points of the
Hebrew grammar ; especially on the syntax . He and Solomon
Dubno, a Pole, erudite in grammar and his co-worker in some of
the comments attached to his Pentateuch , applied learnedly and
sensibly the theories of Hanau on the accents to the exegesis of the
sacred text . Solomon Dubno wrote also Tikkun Sopherim joined
to the same Pentateuch , rich in grammatical illustrations.
XXXIX.
Isaac Satnow, a Pole, published at Berlin in 1773 the abridg¬
ment of a grammar under the title of Sift 6 JRenanoth, besides a
* Doubtless meaning Psalms, Proverbsand Job,
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dictionary , Hebrew and German , called Sephath Bmetk printed at
Prague in 1805, and a dictionary on Hebrew homonyms called
Sap hah Echath.
XL.
To show the important character of synonyms, a profound
scholar devoted his mind to that branch ; namely, Naphthali Herz
Wesel—otherwise called Hartwig Wessely, who was born in Hamburg
in 1725 and died there in 1805. In his GanNa &l, printed in Amster¬
dam in 1765, and at Vienna in 1829; in his Yin Lebanon published
at Berlin in 1775, in his Euach Chin at Berlin in 1780, and in his
commentary to Leviticus in Mendelssohn ’s Pentateuch , he made
synonyms the object of his earnest teaching . Solomon Poppenheim of Breslau in his Yeridth Shelomoh —published in different
series and at different places in 1784, in 18 tr and in 1831, as well
as in his Cheshek Shelomoh, of which only the first pamphlet com¬
prising the two first letters of the alphabet was issued—disclosed
:at ability in explaining synonyms.
XLI.
Moses Cohen Hechim published at Fürth in 1763 th zMikhlQl &
of Kimchi, enriched with explanatory notes. Joel Low, named
Brill, published at Berlin in 1794 an abridgment of a Hebrew
grammar in German , entitled Ammude Ha - Lashon, besides a variety
of philological dissertations , introduced in the pages of the Meassef,*
and in his excellent commentary to the Psalms translated by
Mendelssohn , which has been printed several times.
Chayim Koslin published his Maslul at Berlin and in Ham¬
burg and Brunn in 1796. Judah Low Levi, a Pole, published at
Lemberg in 1733 his small treatise on the conjugation of the verbs,
entitled Saphah Le Neimanim , containing new ideas.
The Polish Rabbi , Judah Low Margalioth gave out in 1796,
a little work called Iggereth Ha -Melitzah U-Mishpat Leshon Hameritorious Judah Low Ben Zeeb, a Pole,^ pub¬
Kodesh. The
lished for the first time at Breslau in’1796 hisvTalmud LashorftSrith, w
tfugrammar, more than any other among Jews , rich and profound.
It is the first to contain an extended and well-arranged syntax.
* A valuable Hebrew periodical , issued monthly , in Mendelssohn ' s' time.
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It was printed five times at Vienna . Ben Zeëb is also the author
of a dictionary , Hebrew aud German , and German and Hebrew,
entitled , Otzar Ha -Sharashim , printed at Vienna in 1807 and 1816.
Judah Elyakim , of London , brought out at Berlin the En HaKorèy, and at Rödelheim , the En Mishpat, both printed in 1803,
and both being grammatical works.
Moses Samuel Neumann published in 1808 a compendium of a
Hebrew grammar , entitled Maägal Yosher. In 1809 Shalom HaCohen gave out at Dessau in German , his Torath Lashon Ibrith ,
quoted in laudatory terms by Rosenmüller in his critical and
exegetical observations on Jeremiah , chap. xxii. 21. That gram¬
mar was printed again at Vienna in 1816, and in the same year it
was reproduced at Prague , enriched by the erudite Wolf Meyer,
who recast it entirely , and notably improved the last edition in
1832.
’ Solomon Löwisohn published at Prague his Sichah Be Ölam
Ha -Neshamoth in 1811, and his Beth Ha - Oseph in
1812, two
valuable pamphlets , containing varied linguistic remarks . A distint guished grammarian was Wolf Heidenheim , who died in 1831, and
/ who, in 1791, published the book Mozendim of Aben Ezra , with
his own annotations , and who afterwards enriched the Pentateuch
with philological notes , called Habànath ITa-Mzkrd, printed
at
Rödelheim in 1818-1821. He also illustrated philôlogically the
prayers for our holidays , which he translated in German . He is,
besides, the author of a treatise on the laws governing the singing
accents, Mishpetè Ha - Taämim.
Gabriel Lippman published , in 1827, at Fürth the book
Tzachoth of Aben Ezra , with his own illustrations , and some
of his own teacher ’s, David Ottenzosser.
The annual Bikkure Ha -Ittim , that came out at Vienna 18201831, contains several grammatical and lexicological dissertations,
many of which were written by me, as may be seen in volume vi.
p. 25- 36, volume vii. p. 147- 209, volume viii. 86- 166, volume ix.
76- 132.
XLII.
Italy cannot reckon , since the time of Archivolti and Norzi,
anything special in this branch , except the dissertation Ker 6 Mikrd ,
touching some question of orthoepy , by Rabbi Menachem Navarra
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of Verona ; the Hebrew grammar by Rabbi Simon Calimani, of
Venice , printed there in 1751, and at Pisa in 1815; the well-formu¬
lated Hebrew and Italian grammar by Samuel Romanelli of Mantua,
printed at Trieste in 1799, besides two elementary compendiums,
one by Rabbi Judah Briel of Mantua , issued in that city in 1730
and 1769, under the name of Shepher Kelalé Ha -JDikduk, and
another by Rabbi Hananiah Cohen of Reggio , who died at Flor¬
ence in 1834, and whose compendium bears the title of Shaâre
Leshon Ha -Kodesh. The same Rabbi is, likewise, the author of a
vocabulary , Hebrew and Italian , and Italian and Hebrew , entitled
Maâné Lashon, which came from the press at Reggio in 1812, and
a collection of verbs from the language of the Mishnah, called
Saphah JSchath, issued also at- Reggio in 1822.
The Italian lawyer Sarchi, gave to the press at Paris in 1828,
his Grammaire hebraique raisonnée et comparée. He wrote also in
English , and published at London , in 1824, An essay on ancient and
modern Hebrew poetry.
Samuel Vita Lolli of Gorizia (Gôrtz ), closely allied to me by
relationship and friendship , is the author of an inedited grammar
of the Hebrew language , in the shape of questions and answers.*
XLIII.
If we undertake to draw a comparison between what Israelites
and non-Israelites have accomplished during the last three centu¬
ries concerning the theoretical study of the Hebrew language , we
will notice that the latter exceeded the former, in a notable manner.
But they will not wonder at that , who, instead of stopping short to
look at the outward aspect of things , try to seek for motives, not
obviously apparent.
Men’s endeavors about the study of any subject , and the
progress attained in it, are proportionate to the need they feel for
the cultivation of such a study , and the means at their command^
to devote themselves to it with profit. As to the means, it is
unnecessary to -offer any explanation , for it would be absurd to think
that persons will assume to do what they lack the capacity of doing;
*Ehud Lolli, Chief Rabbi at Padua, son of the late Samuel Vita, issued a valuable Hebrew
Grammar of his own in 1S86.
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that is, to accomplish what they have no means of accomplishing •
As to the need felt, nothing is more true —a truth often disregarded
by instructors —than the sentence which was the last written by
Condillac in his Langue des Calculs, namely, that we will learn badly,
before we experience the want of learning.
Now, the means which Israelites have had to promote the
theoretical study of their ancient language , especially during the
last three centuries , were inferior by far to those which Christians
possessed.
The greatest steps in advance in every branch of human
knowledge since the revival of letters , were taken by the learned,,
to whom Governments assigned the charge of public teaching ; I
mean they were taken by men so situated , that they could devote
themselves at pleasure to a study which afforded them a certain,
and no scanty , living, and who could bear the expense incurred in
trying to gain perfection in such a study.
On the contrary , Israelites could never count upon persons to
whom the imparting of their own language afforded an easy liveli¬
hood. The Rabbis , the only ones among Jews who could draw
from national studies a more or less comfortable existence —and
that not at all times and places—were always engaged in their pas¬
toral duties , and prevented by other incessant cares from bestowing
attention on a literature not closely connected with their ministerial
position. Teachers , on the other hand, in the hope of obtaining a
very miserable remuneration , were obliged to give lessons, not in
Biblical studies , but rather —as Kimchi did—in Talmud ; it being
the work which in years past—so long as Jews enjoyed the right
of autonomy and the questions of Meum and Tuurn were settled
according to Talmudical decisions —had a double importance tothe Jewish people, that is, an importance both religious and judi¬
cial.
Hanau , a profound grammarian , lived, as Wolf relates , by going
around in cities of Germany and Belgium teaching little children.
Any one can judge how such a condition favored the progress of
science, and how very unlike it is to that of learned Christians,
professors of Hebrew language and Holy Writ, gaining from the
State or from the Church a permanent and respectable emolument.
Besides, a great assistance to a perfect acquirement of the
theoretical knowledge of Hebrew is the understanding of kindred
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languages . But Jews , after the expulsion from Spain, had lost—at
least in Europe —the opportunity to know Arabic . The Syriac
was not known to them ; nothing was left with them but the Chal.
daic in the Bible, the Aramaic in Targumim and Talmud , of which
they never had a grammar, *for they experienced the difficulty rather
than the utility of writing one.
It is then clearly seen how Jews lacked the necessary means to
achieve progress in the science of their ancient language.
On the other hand , the need of a theoretical study of the He¬
brew language must have been less sensibly felt by the Jews, who
learned the language —well or otherwise—from their infancy, than
by Christians who in advanced years wished to be able to read the
original texts of the Scriptures.
That need was stilt less sensibly felt by Jews during the last
three centuries than formerly , because of the state of moral dejec¬
tion which the expulsion from countries under Spanish rule occa¬
sioned among our people at large.
That fatal event hurt philological studies in two ways. In the
first place, the minds so cast down feared to act in opposition to
•ideas held by predecessors , venerated above judicious limits; almost
adored . The pusillanimous see with other people’s eyes; they rest
entirely on the knowledge of some very famous author . Now, no
one dared to contradict Kimchi. Holding that from such a teacher
nothing could have remained unknown ; that he could not possibly
have been wrong; who did feel the want of making new researches
and further investigations ? We have been told of the great sensa¬
tion which the grammarian Hanau created by his book in which he
found fault with older grammarians . In the second place, the same
moral depression , inclining the mind to allegorical and mystical
interpretations , prevented deep researches in philology. Anomalies
were mysteries to which people paid homage, and Cabbalistical
doctrines gave reason for everything . Grammatical explanations
were not enjoyed . The philologist seemed, and to some he seems
yet, a defiler of holy things , an impious person ; or, at best, he was
pitied as an unfortunate man of narrow views.
* In 1865, a grammar by Luzzatto, on the Chaldaic of the Bible, and on the language of
the Talmud, was published at Padua.
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XLIV.
All these circumstances considered , every dispassionate judge
will conclude , I hope, that the Jews of late centuries deserve sym¬

pathy for not having progressed like non-Jews in linguistic science,
and that they deserve praise and admiration for whatever advance¬
ment they may have made under conditions so unfavorable.
If this small volume, and the systematically arranged grammar
which shall follow it, will be so fortunate as to throw light on some
literary truths , and lead some steps further towards the knowledge
of the science which they seek to promote —at all events, as far as
the favorable conditions of our times allow—the credit wiirbelong
to the founders of the Rabbinical College , where I have been
assigned the teaching of philology, and also to the sensibleness
and kindness of the Emperor , Francis of Austria , whose very wise
mandate aroused in the Israelites of these provinces the wish to
create and support an entirely new seat of learning.
May my endeavors contribute to foster among my coreligion¬
ists the study of the Hebrew language and kindle again in the
hearts of Israelites the ancient love for national writings , which,
unhappily in these latter times, appears to have lost its ardor , or to
have notably grown lukewarm in some parts of Europe.

HISTORY OF THE HEBREW LANGUAGE.

XLV.
By the name of Hebrew language , we understand the language
which the Hebrew people spoke in ancient times, or the language
in which the original text of the books sacred to the Israelites—
called Bible, Holy Scriptures , and in Hebrew Mikrd —were written.
We except several chapters of Daniel and Ezra , and one sentence
in chapter x. n of Jeremiah , written in Chaldaic.

XLVI.
The term “Hebrew language ” is not Biblical, nor is it found in
use among olden rabbis, who, with more reason, understood by the
word “Hebrew ” the language and the writing of those regions
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which, regarding the geographical position of Palestine , are situated
beyond the Euphrates , wherefore they bear the title Eber EaNahar , “the country beyond the river.”
The title “ Hebrew language ” introduced , it seems, by the
Greeks , and in imitation of them by Josephus , who wrote in Greek»
was admitted gradually in the academical language of the rabbis,
as found in treatise Ghittinf ( . 87) and elsewhere, and also in the
Chaldaic paraphrases , and finally it was adopted , more or less, by
European Jews.
XLVII.
The Hebrew language has among Jews four other names, two
of which are Biblical, namely, “language of Canaan, ” “ Jewish lan¬
guage, ” “Holy language, ” and “Assyrian language .”
XLVIII.
“ Language of Canaan, ” or Phoenician, so designated by Isaiah,
seems the oldest and the most natural appellation of the Hebrew
language —an appellation drawn from the country in which from
remote times it was spoken , as shown by proper names, and by
those of cities and persons dwelling in Canaan , not alone in the
days of Moses, but even in the days of Abraham , fep attested by the
Pentateuch ; names which are all, or nearly all, Hebrew in root and
form ; attested again by discoveries among the remains of the
Phoenician language.
XLIX.
“Jewish language ” (Jehudith,) was commonly called in Bibli¬
cal ages, at all events , after the division of the two kingdoms , that
of Judah and Israel , a period subsequent to which the name “Jews”
was introduced.
L.
“Holy language, ” Leshon Ha -Kodesh, is the name ordinarily
used in Rabbinical writings , from the Mishnah down ; a name given
it when it ceased to be the only language spoken by the Hebrew
people , that is, since the Aramaic and Greek were naturalized in
Judea , so that the Hebrew did not preserve any special prerogative,
save that of being the language of religion, or the language in which
the Holy Books were written ; in which also public prayers were
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recited, and in which the teachers of the Law were in the habit of
giving their ritual and moral instruction , and in which they held
academical discussions.
LI.
“ Assyrian language ” (Ashurith) is named in the Mishnah of
treatise Meghillah. The term has been transferred by abuse from
the modern characters —now in use by the Hebrews , styled Kethab
Ashuri —to the language itself, which is written with Assyrian
characters.
The Talmudists express themselves with greater precision,
when they say in the Jerusalem Talmud in Meghillah, “the Assyrian
has characters but not language , the Hebrew has language but not
characters ;” meaning that the Hebrew people, having preserved
their ancient language , but not their ancient characters (the Samar¬
itan) for which they substituted the character , so called “Assyrian ;”
it follows that , in the estimation of the Hebrew people, the Assyri¬
ans had , as it were, characters but not language ; whereas the
Hebrews , in the estimation of the Assyrians , had language but not
characters , for the Jews made use of theirs . Also in the Babylonian
Talmud , treatise Sanhedrin , we read : “I found a man who had a
scroll in his hand , written with Assyrian characters , and in the Holy
Language .”
LII.
The Hebrew language belongs to the family improperly called
Semitic (Shemitic)—impropertybecause the Canaanites who spoke
it did not descend from Shem. More suitably , it ought to be called
“ triliteral .” They are the following: a) The Aramaic ;* the Chaldaic of the Targumim , which can be divided into Babylonish and
Palestinian or Jerusalemitan ; the Syriac ; the Samaritan dialect;
that of the Sabeans and the Talmudic , which, like the Chaldaism
of the Targum , is divided between Babylonish and Jerusalemitan;
b) The
Hebrew—the ancient and that of later ages—or Seriore
(partaking of the Syriac), which comprises also the Phoenician and
the Punic ; c) The Arabic , ancient and modern , and the Maltese
language ; d) The Ethiopic.
* Luzzatto is of opinion that the Aramaic or Chaldaic preceded the Hebrew.
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LIII.
These languages have in common the following properties
which notably distinguish them from the other Asiatic languages,
not to mention those of Europe : a) They have in most of their
words a triliteral root, for which reason they may be termed tri¬
literal . b) They almost always use only consonants in expressing
their main ideas, which consonants , by shifting their vowels (punc •
tuations ), are modified, but rarely changed . For instance , the word
Sham&r , Shamir , Shembr, ShamUr, Shom^r , Shimmer, Shammer ,
Shumm&x, have all in Hebrew the same root , and all of them
express, with various modifications of tense and mood, the identical
fundamental idea of “ keeping ;” whereas in Latin , by way of illus¬
tration , the verbs Rego, Rigo, Rogo, Rugo, express ideas totally
different from each other , c) They make a great use of guttural
sounds , varying in the degree of aspiration . d) They have no
“cases, ” but they have a particular form for a noun closely united
to another noun which follows it. e) They express the genitive
(possessive case ) and the accusative (objective case) of personal
pronouns with letters added at the end of the word—suffixes, f)
They are written from right to left, excepting the Ethiopic . g)
They do not contain in their alphabets vowel letters , but these are
supplied by dots or small lines either above or under the letters
(or inside).
LIY.
All the triliteral languages derive their first and remote origin
from a common mother language , now lost, which would appear to
have been in the greatest part biliteral —that is, having only two
letters for a root ; and monosyllabic —that is,having only one syllable,
all natural and onomatopoeic, which must have been the first lan¬
guage of the human species, and which probably was never com¬
mitted to writing, but which went on forming itself and improving,
until it became artificial and triliteral.
LV.
That the triliteral roots are not primitive roots, but were
originally in a great measure biliteral and monosyllabic, we can
gather from the following phenomena , noticeable in all triliteral
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languages , which, for the sake of brevity , we will principally present
in the Hebrew language : '^ a) Many quiescent or defective
roots,
which differ from each other only in the quiescent or defective let¬
ter , have an identical meaning , or very near to it. For instance?
ÜîiCO(“ good, ” a monosyllable) and
(“ did good, ” bisyllabic ),
(Here Luzzatto brings many illustrations .) ^b) Even
some roots which are not quiescent or defective, but perfect , and
which are alike in the two first letters , differing in the third , express
in common the same fundamental idea. Thus the roots

ds?s> y ?js>nys. all
T

T

T

of them express the same

TT

idea
—that of

opening with violence ;

d so . nay —that of closing. (Here?
also, Luzzatto brings many illustrations .)
We may likewise notice the identity of the fundamental idea
in
some roots , which have two letters alike, without being the two first
letters and without there being a quiescent or defective letter to distin¬
guish them ; for instance
“to feel,”
rH3>
— T
“ t
—T
TT
“to choose,” (Here Luzzatto brings a number of illustrations .)
Finally , many of the nouns or verbs, and many of the particles
which have reference to the most common thoughts , and the needs
of primitive society- words necessarily of the oldest
origin- are mono¬
syllables, such are Or, light,
“
” Ish, man,
“
” Esh, fire,
“
” Bor , “well,”
Har, mountain,
“
” Tob, “ good, ” Tit, “ mud,” Yad, hand,
“
” Yom,
“day, ” Leb, heart,
“
” Sus, “ horse.” ( Here Luzzatto multiplies
illustrations .)
LVI.
The first language , having become triliteral , gradually separ¬
ated as human society and nations separated , and in accordance
with the changes of climate , and the disposition of various peoples,
who spoke ^.the different languages aforenamed , having the very
identical origin . This happened because; a) the same words change
by degrees in the mouths of different peoples, as, by the effect of
climate or other circumstances , some like soft or harsh sounds , wide
or close sounds, aspirate or sibilant , etc. ; b) the same language
grew more perfect or richer among some peoples, in .accordance with
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the various degrees and kinds of culture of those peoples, as soon as
their dialects , having become written languages , assumed a fixed
position.
LVII.
If we take as a criterion the number of the forms of nouns and
verbs , as well as of synonymous terms in triliteral languages , which
assumed a fixed position, by being written after having attained a
degree of perfection , we shall discover that the Hebrew occupies a
middle grade between the poverty of the Aramaic and the richness
of the Arabic.
LVII I.
This renders it very probable that the Aramaic language was
fixed, namely, written first, then the Hebrew , and lastly the Arabic,
As these three languages are cognate , that is, they are modifications
of one single language —the mother of all the three —it follows that
the Hebrew before coming what it is now, I mean before being com¬
mitted to writing, was identical with the Aramaic , from which,
little by little, it became disconnected , until it grew to be a language
of its own, just the same as the Arabic was in olden times similar
to the Hebrew , and in still remoter ages was similar to the Aramaic.
Such a theory which must seem correct , will be firmly estab¬
lished, as regards the Aramaic and Hebrew , by what is about to be
explained in this prolegomena , concerning fundamental laws
in the grammatical formation of words,t )which occur in these two
languages.
LIX.
This , however , does not exclude the idea that the Aramaic,
when committed to writing , had partly departed from the original
triliteral language , while the Hebrew had then kept close to the
mother language , as it still keeps to it. Thus , by way of illustra¬
/sh, in the sense of an
tion , in Hebrew the primitive noun
individual and man, was preserved , whereas the Aramaic does not
/ /^ except in the sense of “there is.” The Hebrew '
use its
♦»Q nii ttpri in thin abridgmon t.

/
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preserved also the primitive form of the infinitive
the Aramaic changed it into

“ killing ;"

LX.
The Hebrew language occupies likewise a middle course be¬
tween the Aramaic and the Arabic, in reference to the number of
vocal sounds ; thus to say, “ he killed, ” the Aramaic uses one syllable
and a half Ketal ; the Hebrew uses two syllables, Katal\ and the
Arabic three syllables, Katala.
LXI.
This indicates that the primitive pronunciation —of at least the
family of triliteral languages —was rather harsh , and that in process
of time it grew softer.
LXII.
The same tendency to sweeten the sound occasioned in many
instances a contrary effect; namely, the less ancient pronunciation
became shorter than the older . That effect may be noticed , here
and there , in all languages , especially in French and English , which
in their spelling have retained many letters formerly pronounced,
but which letters now have no sound.
LXIII.
The language of Canaan became the language of the Hebrew
people after Abraham moved from Mesopotamia to Canaan . That
Patriarch spoke first Aramaic, the language which continued to be
spoken by his brother (Nahor ) and his descendants , who remained
beyond the Euphrates.
LXIV.
The family of Abraham , by adopting the language of Canaan,
could not but preserve , for a short period at least , the various
Aramaic words, forms and inflections. Particularly so, since Jacob
went back to Mesopotamia , where he remained a long time, where
he married , and where nearly all his children were born and raised.
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LXV.
Such traces of Aramaisms must naturally have disappeared by
degrees , after the Israelites established themselves in Canaan under
Joshua , and came always in contact with the aborig^ftes, who, for ,<£- /
several centuries , continued among the new owners of the country.
LXVI.
Nay ; during their sojourn in Egypt , at Goshen^ a province
which in the opinion of celebrated Orientalists of our days, sup¬
ported by some Biblical tenets, is considered to have been near
Canaan —the Israelites could have held intercourse with Canaanitish tribes ; so that the original language may, even since then , have
lost the coloring of Aramaic , and more so as our people drew near
to Phoenicia, and their language finally became identified with the
Phoenician (or Canaanitish ) language.
LXVII.
Aramaisms , or Chaldaisms , having changed into archaisms , or
having become obsolete , and , at all events, of very little use, were ac¬
cepted,even sought after by poets,who like to employ terms and forms
not in common use. We will call such terms and forms, often met
in the poetical compositions of Holy Writ , and which are similar to
the Aramaic diction , poetical Aramaisms or Chaldaisms . Instances
(Psalms cxvi.
instead of
of that kind would be
n © p (Song of Songs
instead of ntbf
«)
iii. 7). (Here Luzzatto quotes several expressions to illustrate his
point .)
LXVIII.
The Hebrew language was established and set on a fixed stan¬
which in
dard by Moses in his divine code. Thus the word
Aramaic meant “what” and which was pH in use in the arch¬
prophet ’s time among Israelites , who, seeing the manna and not
knowing its nature , exclaimed “Man hu,” “What is it?” was not
adopted in the Pentateuch , and remained excluded from the He¬
brew language.
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LXIX.
The various utterances recorded by the sacred
writer , as hav¬
ing proceeded from men long before his time,
must not lead to the
belief that they were spoken precisely as
chronicled , and that con¬
sequently the very same language of Moses was that
of Jacob , of
Abraham , of Noah , of Lemech and Adam. For to
judge so would
be to think that Pharaoh and Laban spoke
alike, whereas we know
well that the former spoke the Egyptian and
the latter the Aramaic
language . We may then acknowledge that the
inspired writer
transcribed other people ’s speaking in his own language
, and that,
therefore , the speaking of Jacob and his fathers and
his children
may have been uttered in a kind of Hebrew
somewhat different
from that of Moses.and in a measure close to the
Aramaic.
LXX.
During nine centuries , the Hebrew language
maintained the
same standard as fixed by Moses without any
notable alterations,
except that of the noun “boy” and “girl ”
and the pronoun
“he ” and “she” tan which were mostly spelled
alike.
The sacred text of the Law was at the same
time the most
authoritative standard of the language , at least for the
learned and
for writers ; nor did our nation have, during
that interval , amicable
or inimical relations with peoples speaking a
totally different lan¬
guage.
LXXI.
That the sacred text may not have been read by
the population
at large , either much or little , is a matter of
hardly any consequence,
notwithstanding opinions to the contrary . At all events,
Priests and
Levites who did not have possession in the land,
and travelled
among the tribes collecting the help to which
the Mosaic Law
entitled them , taught that Law which insured their
livelihood ; in¬
culcating its precepts as required at their hands ,
and as needed
by the population . Priests and Levites thus
kept alive at all times
among Israelites the Law of Moses and its
language . In the days
of the greatest degeneracy Israelites never
ceased to regard the
Levites as worthy of performing a religious
ministration . The same
Michah who had set up in his own house a
superstitious oracle
declared himself happy when he found a Levite
who could (as he
fancied ) assume religious functions.
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LXXII.
The popular way of speaking may have varied somewhat with
the changes of^time and the diversities of provinces in the Jewish
Commonwealth, but the language of writers and poets was always
the language of Moses, the language of Priests and Prophets ;—
similar in a measure to the pure Italian used in composition in
public speaking and in addressing distinguished persons, without
being exactly the dialect of any particular city. I have said in a
measure , for we do not have any evidence that the Hebrew was
divided into so many dialects as exist in Italy.
LXXIII.
The language of Moses must have remained universally the
classical language . Surely, more notably so after the days of David
when Israelites had a national centre .in Jerusalem , both civil and
religious—to which all the people yearly went.
LXXIV.
Though popular dialects may have differed somewhat in diverse
provinces, the classical language was always everywhere under¬
stood . Witness the prophetic speeches addressed to the nation as
a universal instruction . Nothing is more arbitrary and destitute of
foundation than the idea which some entertain , that the Prophets
explained to the people in common parlance what they had classic¬
ally spoken before.
LXXV.
At the time in which the Jewish kingdom had to succumb to
the Babylonian power, the Hebrew language was bound also to
succumb. That happened in two ways; a) it was lost by degrees
among the people , as the people became accustomed to the lan¬
guage of its foreign masters ; b) even the learned who continued to
use it mixed with it, more or less, barbarisms , that is, Aramaic
and Persian words and Aramaic expressions , contrary to the
genius of pure Hebrew . Such words and expressions are called
Aramaisms or Chaldaisms of later ages. We meet many of them
in the books written after the return from the exile, as in Ezra and
Nehemiah , etc.
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Examples of Aramaisms about words are the months of the
year , Nisan , Adar t etc .; as also Ighereth,“ letter, ” Pithgam,, “a
decree ” (Luzzatto quotes more largely in support of his statement ).
Examples of Aramaisms in expressions are ,
“by day, ” from
«Ipiy ? in Chaldaic . .. ^ rfyt from the Chaldaic
in the
I sense of “ commanding, ” whereas in the ancient Hebrew it would
/ signify to “ forbid ."
"% fc I If. /
Jr :/ (2r
/
LXXVI
.
^
/
(
It is not true , nevertheless , that the Jews, having returned to
their country by the edict of Cyrus, lost altogether the knowledge
of their own language , and less true it is, as some have pretended,
that Jews had forgotten it several centuries before.
Nehemiah simply says that the children of Jewish fathers and
non-Jewish mothers spoke half in the speech of Ashdod , and
according to the language of various peoples, and did not know how
to speak Jewish ; that is not well. It does not imply that they were
altogether unacquainted with the national language , nor, by any
means, that the bulk of our people had lost the knowledge of the
ancient tongue . Less likely is that total falling off (as supposed)
because , by the endeavors of Nehemiah himself, marriages with
heathen women were severed . We see the prophets , Haggai,
Zecnariah and Malachi continue to address the people in Hebrew,
while during Nehemiah ’s time a long prayer in Hebrew was pub¬
licly offered to God with the object of stirring up the people to
swear fidelity to the divine law. Nor are we told that it was inter¬
preted and explained to make it understood . The sacred text of
the Law was commented and illustrated in the days of Ezra and
Nehemiah , but not translated by the Levites .*
LXXYII.
However , the Jews that did not return to Palestine —consti¬
tuting the majority —but who remained in Babylon , became accus¬
tomed by degrees to speak the language of the country and lost the
use of the Hebrew . Subsequently , their coming at intervals in
large numbers to the Holy Land contributed to spread further the
* Luzzatto dwells on. this topic in other writings of his pen, entering into polemics with those
who did not share his views.
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habit of speaking Aramaic to the injury of the Hebrew . To that
circumstance another was added . In the early days of Jewish
dependence under Persian Kings , the court language was the
Aramaic —as it appears from the books of Daniel and Ezra.
Then , again , after several centuries , wars with kings of Syria,
and a condition of dependence under those rulers , in whose land
the Aramaic was in use, confirmed the practice of making the
Aramaic the vernacular.
LXXVIII.
Still, the Hebrew language could not have been pronounced
dead so long as the second temple lasted . Having lost its hold on
the people at large , it kept alive, even after the fall of Jerusalem,
among a portion of our people in a larger or smaller degree.
Rabbi Meir, who taught in the second century of the vulgar era,
comforted with the promise -of bliss hereafter , whomsoever would
take up his home in the Holy Land and speak the holy language
(Jerusalem Talmud Shabbath , chap, i—f. 3). This would show
that , if the Hebrew had ceased to be universal , it had not been lost
altogether.
Neither can we, most assuredly , infer anything else than that
from passages found in Josephus and in the New Testament , as
quoted by Azariah De Rossi (ch. ixand liii), namely, that at the time
of Titus , the Hebrew was not as common as the Aramaic in the
Holy Land.
LXXIX.
The Hebrew of the Second Temple , however, abounds in nonBiblical words, but very many cannot be reckoned barbarisms and
of a foreign origin . They are substantially Hebrew , though we
may not trace them in Holy Writ.
There are three kinds , a) Words properly belonging to the
language of Moses and the Prophets , but to make use of which
occasion did not present itself . Such, by way of example, would be
smallest ”). It is
(“ the little finger ”), from
found in the Bible in the sense of “ span, ” which, doubtless , is a
secondary meaning , derived from the circumstance that the “ span ”
is measured from the end of the thumb to that of the little finger.
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Such is also the noun bbn a(“
r
t

void ”) “ an empty space,” not

found in the Bible, but having given origin to
“ window,”
W >n “ drum ,” nVns
“ cavern, ”
“ wounded, ” “ pierced
•t
t • :
TT
through .” 5) Words not belonging to the classical utterances of
the Prophets , but to the popular talk , not less ancient than the
classical language ; c) Words adopted by the Jewish people, later
than in Biblical times.

a)

LXXX.
That kind of Hebrew partakes of Aramaisms, for it contains:
Aramaic
for
instead of the

terms
, instance
,
lead,
”

[“ tree, ” instead of yg ; rpcni

Hebrew

* “ knee,’

instead of
I
“ t0 embrace, ” instead of p3n > ’lAD
“lame” instead of HpSl (Luzzatto multiplies illustrations .) £)Ara¬
maic expressions , for example , the joining of the participle to the
personal pronoun , as
“ 1 decree, ” for
“ I set myself apart, ” for
1 so a^s0 hiKsmb
“ bath
•
t: T"
*.
1: : v
houses,” etc. c) New words blending Hebrew and Aramaic
together , for instance ,
“ behold, ” from
and
.
niDp “ dke, ” from ^ 3 and
“ so that not, ” (“ per¬
haps ”) probably from
for rich® emanating from abrnIt contains , besides , Greek and Latin words —which A. T . Hart¬
mann, in his vocabulary of the Mishnic language , reckons as many
as 273.
LXXXI.
That Hebrew Seriorepartaking
(
of Syriac) of latter ages, is that
in which the M.ishnah , the B^ raithoth , scattered in the two Talmuds ; the Tossafta ; the so-called Halakhoth Ketannoth, as well as
many sentences and narratives of Talmudical sages (Emoraim ) of
Palestine , interspersed among the two Talmuds and Midrashim,
were written . Those voluminous texts would afford a wide scope
for the formation of a dictionary , which , besides non-biblical roots
could present Biblical ones, enriched with very many elegant and
fitting words, expressions and sayings of every sort.
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LXXXII.
Rabbi Johanan , who lived in the third century of the vulgar
era , speaking of slight distinctions met sometimes in the use of
that Seriore Idiom , when compared to the Hebrew , for instance,
jllD “to mix water with wine,” which in the Bible is written
TfiCD . and nfrnn
‘‘goats, ” which in the Bible it reads
calls that idiom Leshon Chakhamim,rabbinical
“
language, ” distin¬
guishing it from that of Holy Writ, which he designates as Leshon
Torah , “Scriptural language .” (Abodah Zarah p . 58) and (Chullin
f. 137.) 'That designation might perhaps give room to the error
that the Hebrew language was then restricted merely to the use
made of it by the rabbis . It is not at all so. The rabbinical lan¬
guage , so termed , bears the character of a living language spoken
by an agricultural people , carrying on also mechanical professions,
such as the Hebrew people was. The Mishnah treats minutely of
all rural concerns , of the tools of arts and trades , of everything that
relates to contracts , suits at court and tribunals , without being
obliged to have recourse to round about phrases , to which the
learned have so often to resort when writing in a dead language.
LXXXIII.
Had the rabbinical language been unspoken , as having ema¬
nated solely from the rabbis, who wished to revive the Hebrew in
their academies , our Sages could have had as a model only the
sacred Scriptures . Then they would have felt the necessity of sup¬
plying the need of words by foreign terms , but their zeal, whether
religious , political or literary , would have prevented their altering
the purity of ancient Hebrew by introducing , unnecessarily , strange
or new terms where the scriptural language offered the equivalent.
Besides, they would not have employed so many Biblical terms in a
sense different from that conveyed in the Scriptures , nor would
they have excluded in their language many words of very frequent
use in Holy Writ , for instance ,
&6p >P ^ P *
'i3 >
LXXXIY.
Again , we could not understand the origin of numerous words
which are neither Biblical nor foreign , but pertaining solely to rab-
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binical language , that is to say, drawn from Hebrew roots , with the
freedom natural to a people who speaks that tongue ; a freedom
which cannot be conceived , when the learned want to employ a
dead language . Such are the words b ’DEft “ on account of,” ’E& S
“ towards ,
“how,
“even.” (Luzzatto refers to other
words in Rabbinical language .)
LXXXV.
In addition to that living language in popular use, the Sages
of the Mishnah knew how to employ a purer language , not living
but imitative, not of the people, but of the learned . It is that which
has formulated the Manual of our prayers . That language , differ¬
ing from the one alluded to above, generally imitates Biblical
Hebrew , except in a few terms , derived from the Hebrew Seriore.
It does not admit, save with exceeding rarity , barbarisms and foreign
words, nor Biblical terms differing from the sense given them in Holy
Writ . It also makes frequent use of Biblical words not met in the
Seriore Hebrew (see paragraph 83); and at times it imitates feli¬
citously the poetical style of the sacred books.
LXXXVI.
As the Liturgical language is not free from new words, per¬
taining to the Seriore Hebrew , and which could not of course be
possibly avoided —as remarked by Koslin in his jBe£r Rechoboth—
it was an unwise undertaking on the part of some modern gram¬
marians among German Jews, to try to correct , according to the
laws of Biblical Hebrew,what in our Formulary of prayers does not
conform with those laws; while, on the other hand, we must com¬
mend grammarians for having removed many mistakes , which must
have crept in, through the ignorance of copyists.
LXXXVI L
Such a Rabbinical language which, besides constituting the
Manual of prayers , is met in some fragments of Talmudical writings,
was fittingly used, as far back as the fifth century of the common
era—the era of the last Talmudists . There exists also an elegant

hymn , considered of a later date than that of the Talmudists;
is supposed to have been written in the
won
days of the Gheonim.*
LXXXVIII.
So far, Hebrew remained a living language , spoken more or

less universally by the Hebrews . Biblical Hebrew was a living
language , at least, as classical ; the Seriore Hebrew of the Mishnah
was also a living language , at least during the first three centuries
of the vulgar era, namely, until the time of Rabbi Johanan and his
disciples, of whom we have very many sayings, entirely Hebrew.
LXXXIX.
There are then in the Hebrew language , three distinct epochs;
the Golden , which embraces all the sacred books written before
the Babylonian captivity , or the epoch of the Biblical Hebrew;
the Silver, which embraces Scriptural books , posterior to the
captivity , or the epoch of the Seriore Biblical Hebrew ; c) the
Gopper , or the Seriore Hebrew , non-Biblical, commonly called
“ Rabbinical language .”

a)

XC.
These various kinds of Hebrew belong to the science of the
Hebrew language : that is, they ought to be comprised in grammars
and lexicons of the Hebrew language ; if it be true that a language
does not forfeit its name, by the adoption of new terms , and by
reason of some slight alterations , received during the lapse of
centuries , in its phraseology , so long as these phrases and these
new terms are sanctioned by the use which the same people makes
of them.
XCI.
In later ages—from the one-thousandth of the vulgar era down,
in proportion as our writers multiplied , so were formed as many
Hebraisms , so to say, as there were authors . Such Hebraisms being
not in common use, but constituting an exclusive possession of the
* A poem in alphabetical order, each sentence of which begins with a letter of the
’twenty- two letters of the Hebrew alphabet. It is inserted in the Ashkenazic ritual for the eve
.of Purim.
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learned , do not belong to the science of the Hebrew language.
They call for a critical study of Rabbinical writings.
XCII.
These Hebraisms , which we will style “ Recenziori,” namely,,
more recent , can be reduced to six classes : a) recent Rabbinic
Hebrew employed by Rabbis , and by all writers on Talmudic mat¬
ters , such as Kashi, the Tosaphists, arid in general by our Ritualists
(Posekim ). The foundation of that language is Mishnic Hebrew , in¬
termingled with expressions Chaldeo -Talmudic . It makes very little
use of terms and phrases , which are not Mishnic,but which are
merely
Biblical; £) recent philological Hebrew employed by philologists , such
as Aben Ezra , Kimchi, Abrabanel , and other writers of
varied erudi¬
tion. Contrary to the preceding , this Hebrew is fond of Biblical
expressions and phrases , and rarely uses Chaldeo -Talmudic phrase¬
ology; c) recent philosophic Hebrew , introduced by those who
translated from the Arabic , philosophical work, as the Aben Tibons
—Judah , Samuel and Moses— who made a Hebrew version of
Emunoth Ve-Dedth, by Saadia ; of Chobath Hd -Lebabolh, by Bachja;
of Cuzari, by Judah Ha -Levi ; of Mor e' Nebuchim, by Maimonides,
etc., imitated afterwards by some philosophers who wrote in Hebrew,
for instance , Gersonides . That language is distinguished for a
manner of saying, which is neither Hebrew nor Aramaic, but Arabic ;.
d) recent oratorical Hebrew , which uses
an elevated, and elegant
diction, sometime in prose, sometime with rhymes, introduced , here
and there , at pleasure . That language is fond of a classical phrase¬
ology, of homonyms and play of words [double entendre) —though
they be not Biblical, nor purely Hebrew . Lately , some German Jews,
have made use of an elevated prose, without play of words and with¬
out foreign phrases ; e) recent poetical Hebrew , in which are written
compositions in verses, some of which rhyme, some do not, some
are measured , others not ; the latter being sub-divided : a) according
to the rules of metre ; Mishhal, that is, with vowels and semi-vowels
"irV in a determined position ; b) with semi-vowels, conT
.
**T
sidered as if they did not exist ; c) with semi-vowels reckoned as
vowels, and employed promiscuously.*'
* In his Ohib GAir, Luzzatto illustrates these different styles
minutely.
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Among ancient Italian and German poets, this style preferred
rare and anomalous words. Among the Spanish and African poets,
it preferreci a more regular and purer diction . In the sixteenth
century , it grew too fond of play of words, which obscured its
The sound taste was restored by the celebrated Moses
sense.
Chayim Luzzatto , of Padua ;/ ) recent imitative Hebrew , which com¬
prises the following kinds : a) recent Hebrew imitating the historical
language of the Bible. Examples of it are the Sepher Ha - Yashar ;*
Ben Gurionp and the French and Ottoman history of Joseph
Cohen ; b) recent Hebrew imitative of the poetical style of the Bible,
examples of which are some Psalms of modern authors , like Mishit
Asaph, of Satnow ; c) recent Hebrew imitating the language of the
Misbnah . Of this Maimonides made use in his great ritual work,
entitled Mishnt Torah.

Fundamental

Laws

about
of

the

Grammatical

Formation

Words.

XCIII.
Concerning the following fundamental laws, it is fitting to say
that they are not to be regarded as physical and mathematical laws,
the effect of which is necessary and unavoidable . The laws here
alluded to are moral, meaning, that they represent the tendencies
and , so to say, the inclinations and preferences of languages in
general , or of a given language in particular . Every language con¬
stitutes the summary of the habits of a people as to the manner of
expressing his own ideas ; hence, every language signifies not merely
the voluntary action of a single individual , but that of very many
persons . Now, as every free action of the human will has a motive
which may be slight and imperceptible , it follows that the imper¬
ceptibleness of the motive often causes human volition to appear
capricious and inconsistent . The acts of human volition in the
formation of languages have, like all other acts, motives slight and
imperceptible . But in the same manner as men possess various
tendencies and natural inclinations whose continual conflict, brought
* Spurious additions to historical portions of the Bible,
f A spurious translation of Josephus ’s works.
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on by slight circumstances , as well as by internal and external con¬
ditions, occasions opposite results ; so, also, does every language
possess various laws, or, more properly speaking , tendencies , which,
contrasting with each other , produce an infinite variety of phenom¬
ena, and changes which may seem arbitrary and disconnected with
every law. Still, laws and tendencies do exist, however difficult in
the extreme it may be to discover them and the exact number
thereof.
That discovery is what I have attempted , and my efforts will
prove happy, if others will carry them to a final perfection.
XCIV.
Being obliged to let the fundamental laws peculiar to the
Hebrew language precede those which belong to the Aramaic,
I must tell that under the name of Aramaic language I mean
the most ancient and purest . Such is not the Chaldaic of the Bible
in Daniel and Ezra , which, as noticed by Ludwig de Dieu in his
methodically -arranged grammar , has a mixture of Hebraisms . Nor
is the Chaldaic of the paraphrasts and that of the Syriac language,
ancient and pure, it being of a later age than the common era , and
abounding in Hebraisms , Grecisms, Latinisms and Neologisms.
The ancient and pure Aramaic is a lost language —the source of all
Aramaic dialects . Only by carefully collating all those dialects
may we arrive, in part , at the primitive source.
The Chaldaic of the Bible, being now the oldest in existence,
can show what is ancient and pure in the less old Chaldaic and
Syriac writings ; while, on the other hand , what is really pure in
Daniel and Ezra is proved by what agrees with the diction in Syriac
books. What is peculiar to the Chaldaic in the Bible or of Syriac
books, has an antiquity and purity suspicious and uncertain.
XCV.
is

It should , moreover, be understood that the Biblical Chaldaic
varying and irregular in its punctuation . For instance , the verbs
ran sometimes have Kametz in the second
“

nm:

t —;

letter
,sometimes

Pathach —a circumstance which must doubtless be attributed to the
copyists, unacquainted with Chaldaic grammar and apt easily to

y
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confound Kametz with Pathach , which to them sounded alike —that
is, “ Ah.” About these matters the Syrians can be relied upon, for
they cultivated the knowledge of the grammar of their own lan¬
guage as soon as it became the vernacular , and they , at least those
in the West , made a clear distinction between the sound of the
Kametz and the Pathach , never to be confounded . The punctua¬
tion of the Chaldaic in the Targums is generally very incorrect and
changeable.
XCVI.
The orthography of the Biblical Chaldaic is also unreliable,
which is
as one can notice in the verbal formation of
so likewise in the
sometimes with a
found sometimes with an
and in the
feminine nouns, which end, now with a j"J, then with an
letters *) and 1, which in the very same word occasionally are inserted,
at other times are omitted . These anomalies must be attributed
partly to the copyists and partly to the writers themselves.

ARTICLE
Fundamental

I.

Laws Common to all

Languages.

XCVII.
The sole object of human speech being that of communicating
one’s thoughts , or rather the sentiments of one’s mind to each
other , it is evident that the first law in every language must be
Perspicuity ; that is to say, every people, in forming his own lan¬
guage , will principally seek to attach to all ideas a distinguishing
sign and particular expression, so that one idea may be known from
the other.
XCVIII.
It is the law, or rather the need , of Perspicuity , which suggested
in all languages the multifarious declensions of verbs , destined to
distinguish from each other tenses , moods, persons , numbers , gen¬
ders and similar. Such declensions , very few, in the first formation
of languages , increase in proportion as the want thereof is felt , and
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only then is the seal appended to that extension , when the diction
of that language is unalterably fixed, by becoming a written lan¬
guage , used in the writings of some celebrity.
XCIX.
Besides that , every language aims at Brevity, and this gives
room to a second linguistic law, the Law of Brevity ; which, contrary
to that of Perspicuity , tempers and moderates its impulses, while
Perspicuity , in order to lend the speech more clearness, would give
words and sentences an undue length.
C.
The law of Brevity acts ; a) on the Primitive formation of the
words by not allowing the Law of Perspicuity to express with more
syllables what may be expressed in one, nor employing two terms
for what can be sufficiently expressed in one ; 6) it acts after the
primitive formation of words, by abridging them in different man¬
ners ; such abridgments being sometimes adopted as a law. For
instance in Latin , by saying Movi, Motwm, instead Movui Movitmn, j
as Audit, Amasti, instead of Audivi , Amavisti. /
On the other hand , the tendency of Brevity acts on single
words as they are largely in daily use ; so that terms often employed,
are in all languages the shortest and most regular.
CI.
A third law is that of Facility in the pronunciation , or Euphony,
by which every language tends to avoid harsh sounds , difficult to
pronounce and also such sounds as grate upon the ear. In this
connection languages differ greatly according to climate and various
dispositions in peoples.
Some might judge that this law ought to be divided in two,
distinguishing the law of Facility in the pronunciation for the con¬
venience of him who speaks , and that of Euphony for that of him
who hears . It seems to me, however, that the sounds most ungrate¬
ful to the ear, are at the same time the harshest and most difficult
to pronounce , and vice-versa. This will not be denied when we
realize that the harshness of sounds does not consist only in
stringing consonants together , but in everything which impedes or
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retards the pronunciation . Now, Hiatuses and the repetition of the
same or similar syllables retard the speech ; for if the speaker does
not pay attention he will easily let one of the vowels or one of the
syllables be sounded instead of the other , or he may put them con¬
fusedly and out of order . Again , the heaping of monosyllables
together multiplies the intervals needed between one word and
another . (Here Luzzatto illustrates his point with sentences in
Italian , which the English reader could not appreciate .)
CII.
The law to facilitate the pronunciation gives occasion to various
changes in the words. So, by way of illustration , the ancient
name Clothovuechus was first transformed into Chlodevicus and in
Clovis, then , in Ludovicus and Lovis, and finally in Louis. (Here
Luzzatto cites similar instances in other languages .)
which ordinarily was always aspirate , lost
So in Hebrew the
its sound nearly in all instances at the end of words, and remained
quiescent , and the £7 having primitively always the sound of “sh,”
became simply “ s” in many roots by reason of the difficulty that
some Israelites found in retaining the original sound (See Judges
whose proper derivation
xii- 6), hence occasionally a word has a
“ kneading trough ” is
or £), and vice-versa. Thus
is
derived, as remarked byAbrabanel , from *)1^ ^ “leaven,”
“ hair ” properly , the hair

“ a horrible thing ” comes from
standing on end. Thus

t t :

•

!27“a hand“ family ’’ and nnD
t : •

maid” (really, one joined to the family) have their derivations from

“ to unite.”
HDD
~ T

cm.
A fourth law common to all languages , may be termed Incon¬
stancy, because languages depend upon the use which people make
of them ; even ordinary people . Now, it is impossible, for a people
scattered in various provinces, to follow constantly , and much
less so during the lapse of ages, the same exact rules. Hence,
the exceptions to which the grammatical laws of any language are
subjected.
All grammatical phenomena , as many as they may be, proceed

6o
from the conflict of the three laws, Perspicuity , Brevity and
Euphony . One or the other prevails , surely not without a cause,,
but through very slight and imperceptible circumstances ; the result
of which, occasioning continual linguistic changes , is attributed to
popular caprice.

ARTICLE

II.

Fundamental Laws Special to the Aramaic Language and
Originally Common also to the Hebrew.
CIY.
A fundamental law in the Aramaic grammar is the preserva¬
tion of the nature of some syllables in order that long, mixed and
strong syllables may, as far as possible , remain such.
CV.
I call, a) long , syllables, those which contain a quiescent letter,
be they simple or mixed, for instance , 13 3^ p2
so likewise
those which have a Kametz, for instance , 3
b) short syllables,
T
T
I call those , be they simple or mixed, which have neither a quies¬
cent letter nor Kametz, for instance , 3 33333
; *) soft syllables,
those which are both short and simple, for instance , ^
strong
syllables, those formed of three consonants with a vowel in the
middle letter , for instance ,
e) harsh syllables, those containing
three consonants , with the vowel in the first, for instance,
and besides the above, the usual denomination of simple syllables
given to those that end in a vowel, as ba, be, sta, sto; and of mixed
syllables, which are those that end in consonants , for instance , er ,
per , sper.
CYI.

WP’

From the law of the preservation of long, mixed and strong
syllables, proceed the following phenomena : a) the immutability of
long syllables, for instance , D>|p \

b) the

6i

Epenthetic (inserted in) in verbs defective in the
second letter of the root and added after the first or preformative
standing for fttDX an(f *n- ^ e'
letter , for instance , in Syriac

Daghesh or the

JJ

brew an 1, dk for O 'D0 % DPffi . which Daghesh (in QfY1) is
only to have the first syllable preserved , as a mixed syllable ; c) the
Daghesh in Chaldaic form ^>0 ^ ^ anc* t^le Epenthetic J"), of the
in verbs
Syriac Serins - which forms are substituted by
etc.,
for instance ,
which ought to read
is with the object of keeping the second syllable strong.

CVII.
A second fundamental law in the Aramaic is the preservation
of the vowels so that in case a letter is lost—which does not happen

except when the preceding or the one before the preceding has
t
Sheva —or in case its vowel is lost, that vowel should go over to the
antecedent consonant , hence the words, a) 3DD is changed into /

30 - 33D into30 . 3p^ into
ray

. into

we have

etc.; b) changed

etc., and ’"Q -} changes into
*from

into

ypp/

from

we have KGjttfp-

CVIII.
A third law demands the suppression of the soft syllables
without accent which must lose, as far as possible, their vowel and
join the next syllable by taking Sheva.
CIX.
It is natural for every consonant to draw to itself the vowel
following, so that it becomes very difficult to separate a vowel from
the consonant which precedes it, as we may notice when saying
Bar -a, where the organs of speech involuntarily lead us rather to
pronounce Ba -ra. It happens , therefore , that by the law which
requires facility to be given to the pronunciation , the additions of
vowels are joined to the last consonant , so that instead of ^ " "13
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from

we read
instead of
from Q|£? we read
etc., and because the Aramaic rejects soft syllables unac¬
cented , we read *03 and NDfcf»etcCX.
Where on account of Perspicuity , the facility of pronouncing,
or for any other reason , the Aramaic language wishes that a soft
syllable, without actent , be not lost, it doubles the following con¬
sonant (by Daghesh) so that the syllable may cease to be soft.
Examples of it are the substantives , py ,
an d the intensive forms

the adjectives

CXI.
Instead of giving a double sound radical, a) sometimes a new
letter is added , which must be one of the liquid, namely
ft , *■*};
3) sometimes the third radical is doubled.
CXII.
A letter is added , a) after the first radical , as in
ally
instead of
the second radical , as

origin¬

!■> r ]jno >nsjjbi - pstf ; 3) after
for bis
‘) after the third radical,

for Q’ blV-

cxm.
The third radical is doubled in nrns

. pri

’Jinnbsf<* pinrm tjsijk? re»dqsijri )

bhm>

in
in that way, the loss of the syllable
is avoided, without rendering it a soft syllable.
Syriac 'verbs

CXIY.
The soft syllable is not eliminated where the vowel is improp¬
er, and substituted by Sheva, added only in order to facilitate the
pronunciation . Improper vowels of that character are, a) in
Biblical-Chaldaic, the initial ^ for instance ,
which stands
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and the y in the noun

for

every initial &

for

h)

in the Syriac

"I^ *1 for K !"6 n>

1 for instance

ITUnder the same category , come the Syriac nouns KT ^ !. “ a
a learned person, ” in which cases the difficulty
boy ” and mbi“
of the pronunciation causes the initial Sheva to change into ah.
“ dark,”
“ acid,”
Other instances are
T

T

T

“wayfarer . ” Such ah 's deceived the' very scholarly Hoffman ; who,
in his Syriac grammar , imagined the verb to have been originally
same be said about the nouns •»on
not The
VltDp*anc*
-J;
It
and $0 £)p|> cited by Hoffman, for his support , but which do not
T : “

sustain his theory.
CXV.
Biblical-Chaldaic has another kind of improper vowels. These
are the rapid or semi-vowels Chatephim, substituting the unsounded
Sheva, for instance ppnp , which stands for pppH - Here , also,
a soft syllable is introduced , namely, that which precedes the
is, however, very probable that such an extension of
Chateph. It
sounds , unknown to the Syrians, and admitted in Biblical-Chaldaic,
may be a Hebraism , introduced by Jewish punctuators , and that
the ancient Arameans pronounced the word fppn
Sheva: as the Syrians do.

with a silent

CXVI.
The fourth and last grammatical law of the Aramaic , produced
by the third , and common to all languages , does not allow any syl¬
lable to begin with three consonants , that is to say, with two Shevas,
would be.
as the syllables
CXVII.
Therefore , in the words

where, if the

soft syllable were suppressed , the words would read
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m &q

nppp

a new vowel is added between the two first

consonants , and we read pep

. n .“ ip3

r ^ Epp

CXVIII.
This new vowel is: a) the same vowel belonging to the second
from

"03
in

we

make

b)

another
another example identical with the

first

is

from
derived ' from jQJ£?p ; c) so also the vowel “I”
and mfr3 ; A the vowel “a,” which occurs very

frequently in the Syriac, for instance

and sometimes

also in the Hebrew , for instance ^3 ^ 0 fr originally

ARTICLE
Fundamental

Laws Particular

III.
to the

Hebrew

Language.

CXIX.
The Hebrew which, in the present state , is posterior to the
Aramaic , possesses above the latter , some degrees of perfection and
polish. It is superior to it in: a) softness ; b) harmony ; c) richness.

cxx.
The first fundamental law of the Hebrew is Softness , that is
to say, the universal law of giving facility to the pronunciation is
carried in Hebrew to a degree of delicateness , very much greater
than in the Aramaic ; therefore it happens that the Hebrew likes to
avoid strong syllables—at least where the first letter is radical—
likewise harsh syllables and often also mixed syllables at the end.
Compared with the Aramaic, it abounds in vowel-sounds . It is,
moreover, fond of variety.
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CXXI.
It follows that :

a)

originally a Kametz is added at the begin¬

ning of strong syllables in the first radical . It writes '“Jpg} and not
IS)t © as in Aramaic , nra t and not TO : as in Aramaic, 0 *0$t
and not D^t tS
- Such a Kametz we may call “Hebrew, ” to make
:
an accurate distinction between it and the primitive Kametz in the
Aramaic, which occurs in the second letter of the word, as in
t :

b)

the words consisting of a strong syllable as

become a segholated bisyllable , for instance
Bpp , as
also the bisyllables ending in a strong syllable, become trisyllables,
for instance

npxs

instead

of

instead of rnppp
from

rqao- That

, from rnptp 'p;
system was

practiced

by the Jews in pronouncing Aramaic words, so that they would say

nppN mp& rcnapx
. for ronnn. nopripn for
nrjpstp
'n. npin for npp5 rroefri for nnptp
'n (see
Daniel, Chap . II .) ; c) the vowel Pathach is quite often substituted
at the end of nouns by a Kametz, for instance , "ip ? for the Ara¬
maic
d) the soft syllables are not suppressed ; the vowel
remains in them as it was, or, what is more frequent , it changes in
a compound vowel, so that instead of p *")0p we say p 'HDD
e)
hard syllable is altered into
by the

(DnDD
), etc.; a
•T ;

two
,

addi-

tion of a final Kametz, for instance , from the Aramaic rnpj ? we
make FHpB ; / ) the Kametz of the penultimate goes to the final
letter , for instance TjDffi from the Aramaic TjplD ; so we read
nn 'ja and not
nripsn,
and not pjf ?pn >s ) a q uiescent
Yod is added to the verbal form of the bwen
(causative conjuga¬
tion) originally named V ’ypn

or

J1^.

not ^ {ppH , in Aramaic it would be 5ppn

We write V © j? n and
or VepLl -

'w e say

D’b ’ppb
instead of
in Aramaic p ^ ppQ ; h) some¬
times the final consonant which does not belong to the root is omitted^
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for instance , nqpg

nppn

instead

instead of pnp £)> as i n Aramaic ; we read

a vowel added
; occasionally
ofj^Hplpft
i)

final

is

at the end, for instance ^ "jpED from the Aramaic HlpS »/ ) t^ie
Hebrew does not suffer either three consonants after the accent of
pause, as it would be if we read Bdrzel brav ;|“ and not Barz6l,
Plkked and not 1DB PikMd\ nor two consonants between which
ox
vav or
comes a quiescent vav

yod,

for instance , it prefers writing

k) often on
n ^u)pn > t0 writing
syllables is
long
more
or
two
of
following
the
variety,
of
account
the yod or
D^ pp . nfri/i . nttip
avoided, so that i"
vav is omitted.
It does not suffer a succession of the same sounds , for instance
it writes Ehqa

and not Ei^ qo > yens

and not yUDnj'V

CXXII.
The second law of the Hebrew language is Harmony , by rea¬
son of which it likes to let the accent of pause fall on the second
syllable, so that the syllables deprived of a pause and those which
have an accent , may alternate each other if possible.
CXXIII.
In consequence of that , a) no Hebrew Kametz is added , when
the pause would follow on the third syllable, for instance
it avoids the succession of two pauses in this manner
DrnpDl
(I) by pushing back the first of the two, known grammatically by
C11) by j° ining tw0 words in one, so
the expression
T
T
that the first loses its pause, by means of the Maccaph, which signi¬
fies a (binding) union or connection ; c) whenever possible, a semi¬
is put when the (principal) pauses would necessarily
pause
follow after the second syllable, for instance HDDnO*
t : t i ••
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CXXIV.
, is
The Aramaic , free from the laws of softness and harmony
redundant
more
is
more uniform and unchanging . The Hebrew
a greater
and, being obliged to follow a number of laws, it produces
steadiness.
less
and
conflict, which occasions more changeableness
the Hebrew
Therefore , long syllables do not always remain in
anc*Op ^ 1
TDDn
frotn
language , as we may perceive in niDDH
I t (t~
]• : •
•

T :)

from MPT

and

cxxv.

richer
The Hebrew , regarding its grammatical construction , is
of
number
larger
a
possesses
it
a)
:
than the Aramaic , because
Aramaic,
the
to
unknown
,
forms
vowels; b) it has two verbal
and bvsywhich are the two passives
CXXVI.
vowels
As to the identity between the Hebrew and Aramaic
in
preserved
is
we may notice : a) That the Aramaic Kametz
ono
,
instance
—for
immutable
t :
Hebrew words ; that it remains
”
O.
“
into
changes
it
,
frequent
—or that , what is more
.
t

:

t ~

For instance ,
abtf

4- b) The

)

for S '? ;
It

for -yrj ; ^ 33* for
t

Chirek with a yod is

and vice versa. For instance , i?» pTfor
for ’ninjc . and so forth.
irrm

T :

OVW for
T

often changed into Shurek
: irrriN

for ■’nO !* ;

mainly
Luzzatto ’s “ Prolegomena ” contains six Appendices ,
explained in
for the purpose of shedding further light upon rules
might be raised
the body of the work, to which rules some objection
by attentive readers.
The first Appendix has reference to the Chaldaic language
a vowelfound in the Bible, where certain words ought to have
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sound by the admission of the Daghesh, but in which the Daghesh
is nevertheless missing. The author , contrasting then the pronun¬
ciation of Western and Eastern Syrians as regards the use of the
Daghesh, and reasoning upon those differences in connection with
the same subject , shows that many terms in the Chaldaic of the
Bible are misspelt, either by error of the copyists or by a delib¬
erate resolve to Hebraize the words. In that first appendix Luzzatto
discloses his profound knowledge of the Syriac —a tongue having a
close affinity with the Hebrew.
The second Appendix offers an extensive view of the change
which Chaldaic words ending in Kametz, undergo when declined.
Very rich in illustrations is that section of the work.
The third Appendix aims to show that the Hebrew grammar is
not, properly speaking , the grammar of the language spoken and
written in remote antiquity , but the grammar of the Scriptural books
as read and chanted by the sages who flourished during the second
Temple . Those sages, whose names and countries in which they
lived are unknown , having revived Judaism after the restoration
from the Babylonian captivity , established the sacred Canon, and
with it, by means of verbal instruction , the wording and the singing
thereof specially practiced in synagogues . Those sages have come
down to posterity under the title of Sopherim, or “ learned .”
Doubtless , the reading of the text was substantially that of the
Hebrew pronunciation in. Biblical times, with a few variations.
Thus the ineffable name of the Lord was given the sound of Adonai
(“ the Lord ”). Other words underwent some modifications to
avoid misunderstandings , or to lend emphasis and euphony , and for
other reasons which good sense suggested . In some instances,
however, the discrepancies in the punctuation cannot be accounted
for.
The fourth Appendix has reference to the number of vowelpoints, of which the punctuators reckoned seven, called Melakhim,
or “ principal, ” the Kibbuts not being counted because it is only a
substitute of Shurek.
Luzzatto then passes on to define the sound of those vowel
points, and the changes which they undergo ; for instance , the
Segjfol, he would pronounce 3, as the “a” in fat . Tzer6, like the Eng¬
lish a in “ bane .”
He acknowledges that the real sound of the Kametz is lost and
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that it was pronounced “ Ah ” by Eastern Syrians, and “ 0 ” by the
Western —the difference now existing between Northern and South¬
ern Jews or, Ashkenazim and Sephardim . At this point Luzzatto
argues to demonstrate that the sound of “0 ” has stronger grounds
of support . He quotes the opinion of some grammarians , who
would pronounce the Kametz not quite “O” nor “Ah ”—but as a
species of diphthong —and he reasons on its pros and cons. After
writing at length to explain the origin and object of the Chatef
Kametz, or Kamets Chatuf as otherwise called, Luzzatto proves that
the division of “ long and short vowels ” is not founded on the
science of the language . That division is rather to be applied to
the syllables, but he admits that,nevertheless , the distinction between
long and short vowels facilitates the way of teaching how to read
and to form an idea of some of the vowel changes . The rest of the
fourth Appendix is devoted to an erudite disquisition about the
names, applications and variations of the vowels, according to the
Western and Eastern differences in the Syriac tongue.
To the fifth Appendix is largely assigned the interesting
department of singing accents Taamim or Neghinoth. Luzzatto
contends that , besides serving as diacritical marks, those accents are
intended as musical notes , just as Elias Levita proved in his book
Tub Taam. Their number and character demonstrate that fact.
Our author ’s observations upon this score are lucid, entering
into minute details on the property , force and relative position of
each accent . He does not discuss the question of the singing
accents , occurring in the poetical books of Psalms , Proverbs and
Job , because his object in that Appendix is simply to give a
general definition of the singing accents . In his voluminous
Hebrew grammar , published in full by his sons after his death,
he speaks of the titles and offices of those particular accents.
But while admitting the great value of the Neghinoth for the
right understanding of the text , Luzzatto , with his usual loyalty
to truth , admits that , at times, the inventors of those accents
have placed them in the wrong position. In some instances,
such misplacements were intentional , aiming to modify the sense of
the text , which might otherwise surprise the unsophisticated reader;
but in others , they are actual errors . An article from his pen, which
appeared in the ninth volume of the Hebrew Annual Keiem Chemei
contains a list of one hundred and fifty-five words in the Bible, where
the singing accents are wrong.

7o
The sixth Appendix , informs us of the pronunciation which
the Sheva seems to have generally received in ancient times. It
sounded like a short “ a.” When followed by a guttural it took the
sound of that guttural ; when before a. yod,’
it took the sound of “i,”
in “ bid.” Luzzatto dwells on this point, and illustrates it
with his wonted accuracy . Then he proceeds to explain the functions of the Metheg or “ semi pause, ” which, by right , should be
always in a simple syllable, preceded by a vowel as
®ut
t : ~ |T:

punctuators have added many such semi-pauses, contrary to the
primitive rule , possibly, with the object of facilitating the chanting
of the text . In that case a Metheg receives the name of GaJkgya
or “ noisy sound, ” that is, the raising of the voice for chanting
purposes.

Having meant to draw merely a sketch of the six Appendices
of the Prolegomena , a vast deal , which the author adduced as a
detailed exposition of the subject treated in the last appendix , has
been omitted by the translator.

By a singular coincidence , while the above translation was
being made from the original Italian into English , the distinguished
scholar and untiring laborer in the field of Jewish literature—
Chevalier Vittorio Castiglioni of Trieste —was engaged in giving a
complete and copiously illustrated rendition of the ‘‘Prolegomena”
in Hebrew.
Besides all the learned footnotes of the author , presented in
flowing Hebrew style , Vittorio Castiglioni brought his erudition to
bear on the accomplishment of his undertaking.
As intimated in the brief English introduction , Luzzatto ’s
Prolegomena was one of his earliest productions . Since then , the
world of letters has brought forth a vast deal on Hebrew grammar
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and lexicography . Vittorio Castiglioni has reckoned upwards of
one hundred writers, largely Christians , employing the German
language in their compositions.
Alluding to those of our own faith , he makes special mention
of the lamented Dr. Kohut ’s Aruch Completum in the following
laudatory terms : “There can be no doubt that this comprehensive
and excellent work rises far above all others which have issued
hitherto from the press. True , neither Alexander Kohut ’s nor Moses
Schulbaum' s labors can be declared altogether new,but if they are only
amplifications of precious old originals, they contain whatever knowl¬
edge we may wish to acquire on that topic ; for they brought it the
nearest to perfection .”
Vittorio Castiglioni closes the fifty-second paragraph of his
addenda thus encouragingly to the lovers of our dear heritage:
“Inasmuch as the Hebrew language , its grammar and general liter¬
ature are now taught in all colleges of every noted country by
accredited professors , who devote their minds to the study of that
science . . . we need not fear that our sacred tongue will ever
be forgotten by our people. Through the cultivation of it and of
whatever belongs to our history and belief, the promise to the
prophet will be fulfilled, namely, ‘As for Me, this is my covenant
with them , saith the Lord . My Spirit which is upon thee , and My
words which I have put in thy mouth, shall not depart out of thy
mouth , nor out of the mouth of thy offspring, nor out of the mouth
of the offspring of thy offspring, from henceforth and forever, saith
the Lord, ’ and so may it be. Amen.”
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